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14. Att..et
The object	 of this study	 is to identify a feasible concept	 for a launchable	 3-
year lifetime helium dewar	 from which	 the required technology 	 development tasks
can be identified.	 Current helium	 dewar designs were examined to	 see where the
largest potential	 reductions	 in parasitic heat	 loads can be made.	 For example, on
the	 IRAS program,	 the single	 largest	 item,	 tank supports, amounted to 67%. 	 Wire
leads and multilayer insulation constituted 	 11 and	 14%. respectively.	 Consequent-
ly, a large part of the study effort was devoted to examining new, 	 promis i ng sup-
port	 concepts.	 The support	 concept chosen,	 a Passive-Orbital-Disconnect-Stl:it
(PODS), has an orbital	 support conductance that 	 is lower by more than an	 order of
magnitude over current tension band supports. 	 This	 lower support conductance cuts
the total	 dewar weight	 in half for the same	 3-year lifetime requirements. 	 Effort
was also concentrated on new, efficient wire feed through designs and 	 vapor cool-
ing of the multilayer 	 insulation,	 supports,	 wire feed throughs	 and	 plumbing pene-
trations.
The program consisted of four basic tasks. 	 The first task examined a single-
stage helium dewar vs,	 dual-stage dewars with a guard cryogen of nitrogen or neon.
The
	
single-stage dewar	 concept was	 selected.	 Next, different	 support concepts
were analyzed	 from which	 the	 PODS support	 concept was	 chosen.	 A preliminary
design of the dewar was thermally and structurally analyzed and laid out 	 including
system weights,
	
thermal	 performance	 and performance	 sensitivities.	 Finally,	 a
Technology Development Plan was prepared, 	 task by	 task,	 to verify	 the predicted
performance.	 A schedule and ROM costs for each task concluded the study effort.
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FOREWORD
Phis work was conducted for the National 	 onautics and Space Administration
through *'­ AMES Research Center, Moffett Fieid, California, Dr. Peter Kittel,
4	 Program Manager.
The Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory conducted the program within the
Cryogenic Technology Group of the Materials Sciences Laboratory. 	 Key
individuals who contributed to the success of this program and their
contributions are as follows:
Kevin 9urns	 -	 Modified the PODS thermal program and
developed the FTS program.
Dr. David Bushnell -	 Developed the PANDA-DEWAR program and
performed the Support Selection Analysis.
Ed Cavey	 -	 Analyzed and laid out the dewar design.
Ted Nast	 - Provided technical consultation throughout
the study.
Jorgen Skogh	 - Performed the dewar structural analyses and
s
the STAGS analysis.
Roger Wedel	 - Modified the CRYOP program for use in the
Cryogen Selection Analysis.	 Performed
parametric trade studies using the CRYOP
and PRESS programs.
Some of the structural and thermal data for the Passive Orbital Disconnect
Strut (PODS) system were developed under a Lockheed Independent Technology
Program prior to and concurrent with this program. These data include:
• The PODS concept
• The PODS Thermal Model
• Thermal and structural test data
The results of the support and cryngen trade studies, a complete description
of the selected dewar design (and its performance) and a technology develop-
ment plan are provided in this report.
Richard T. Parmley
Principal Investigator
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
4
1.1 INTRODUCTION.
•
4
The object of this study is to identify a feasible concept for a unchable
three-year lifetime helium dewar from which the required technology development
tasks can be identified.	 In order to keep the dewar size and weight within
reason, it is important to reduce the parasitic heat load below those obtained
on current flight dewars, designed for durations on the order of one year.
	 In
order to determine which areas provide the largest improvement potential, a
breakdown of the parasitic heat loads of current helium dewar designs was
examined. For example, on the IRAS program, the breakdown is as follows:
a
6
IRAS Parasitic Heat Leak [1-1] %
Multilayer Insulation l 14
Tension Band Supports 2 bl
Plumbing2 2
Wire Leads 2 17
s
100
1. Three vapor-cooled shields
i
	
2. Vapor cooled
r
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r
The tension band support represents one of the most advanced support
technologies currently available yet still constitutes two-thirls of the
parasitic heat load.
For this reason, Lockheed started an in-house effort in 1978 to develop a new
`	 support concept that has a thermal conductance value at least an order of
magnitude below the tension band system. The passive orbital disconnect strut
(PON) that is currently being developed and is described in this report
exceeds that goal and cuts the dewar weight in half (as compared to tension
bands) for the same mission requirements. Consequently, qualification of the
PODS supports is a key item in demonstrating the feasibility of a 3-year
lifetime dewar.
Insuring the wire feeds are adequately cooled with venting helium is another
key item and a design concept to accomplish this was developed on this program.
Decreasing the thermal conductivity of multilayer insulations is another area
of potential benefit, particularly in the tow temperature range where radiation
becomes less important and conduction begins to dominate.
All these technology areas are addressed in this study and development plans
laid out to verify their performance.	 r'
1.2 SUMMARY
Using the dewar requirements established for this study, two trade studies were
performed.	 The first trade study selected which cryogen(s) should be used
while the second trade study examined different support concepts. A single
1-2
1
stage helium dewar plus PODS supports were chosen. Additional system analyses
were performed so a preliminary dewar design could be laid out.
	 The dewar
performance was calculated and performance sensitivity ana l yses were
performed. Finally a technology development plan was prepared and costed that
demonstrates the recommended design approach.
Section 9 of this report provides a description of the computer programs used
in the study.	 The thermal and structural properties of materials analyzed in
the prograns are provided in Section 10.
r
ti
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Section 2
DEWAR REQUIREMENTS
The contract requirements for dewar performance were used throughout the study.
The selected dewar design in Section 5 meets or exceeds all of the following
requirements as shown here.
Selected ewar
Contract	 Performance
Requirements
	 (Section 5)
k
1. Orbit lifetime
-----------------------------
2. Shuttle launch loads
-------------------------
3. Cargo bay
-----------------------------
4. Spacecraft power
-----------------------------
5. Support resonance
requirements
3 Years
Launch loads:
10g -axial
10g la^eral
-----------------------
Must fit in 4.5M diam.
(180 in) by 18M long
(720 in) cargo bay.
----------------------
Control power of 25W
at 24V will be avail-
able.
> 35 Hz launch
> 20 Hz orbit
> 3 ; gars for vacuum
jacket temperature
< 300K (< 540R)
Launch loads:
10g axial
lOg lateral
----------------------
Dewar dimensions:
• Diameter 1.48m
(58.3 in)
• Length 4.55m
(179 in)
Maximum control power
requirements are 24
watts (momentary)
35 Hz launch (min)
20 Hz orbit (min)
(Assumes rigid tank
and vacuum shell
rings)
----------------------
989 kg
(2180 lb)
----------------------
Yes, reusable syst,:m
except for aperture
cover
-----------------------
------------------ ----------- -----------------------
6. Total loaded dewar weight
	 < 2000 kg
including helium and 	 j	 {< 4409 lb)
200 kg (411 lb) instru-
ment.
----------------------------- -----------------------
7. Dewar reuse possible?	 Expendable system
allowed
----------------------------- -----------------------
2-1
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1
--------------------------
10. Ground command links
to dewar
--------------------------
11. Development program
12. Instrument character-
istics.
• Size
• Weight
• Max temperature
• Continuous heating
• Joule
• Aperture radiation
• Wires
Contract
—^
Requirements
ps
i
No ground servicing
allowed one day before
launch; intermittent
servicing allowed
during preceding two
days.
-------------------------
One side assumed to
always point away from
Sun. Radiator considered
as part of the thermal
protection system.
-------------------------
Will be available.
zie;ectea uewar
Performance
(Section 5)
Ground servicing required
11.1 da ys prior to launch;
no additional servicing
required.
3-year lifetime achievable
as long as aperture doesn't
view Sun or Earth.
--------------------------
Valves PV7 and RAV3
opening and aperture
cover separatioi can be
commanded from the ground
3.5 years
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
(Additional wires require
for valves and
instrumentation)
8. Ground servicing
9. Dewar orientation in
space
-------------------------
Nos last longer than 10
years.
1M diam x 2M long
200 KG (441 lb)
2K (3.6k)
10 mW (0.05 Btu/hr)
1 mW (0.003 Btu/hr)
400 ea coax cables
• 2 mil di am SS wire
• 10 mil OD x 2 mil
SS sheath
• Teflon insulation
Manganin wires
• 200 ea #40 gage
• 40 ea #32 gage
• 10 ea #24 gage
:I
aI
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YSection 3
CRYOGEN SELECTION ANALYSIS
Analyses were performed to determine whether a single stage or dual stage
dewar is optimum and which cryogens should be used. 	 Since the instrumc:rt
cooling requirement is c 2K (< 3.6R), only a superfluid helium dewar can meet
this requirement. The question remains which guard cryogen should be selected
for the dual stage concept and whether a single or dual stage dewar is
optimum. This section provides the data to answer these questions. The major
analytical tool used in these analyses is the CRYOP program described in
detail in Section 9.
3.1 SELECTION OF GUARD CRYOGEN CANDIDATES
Prior to performing the single stage vs. dual stage trade studies, it is
necessary to narrow the number of potential guard cryogens used on the dLal
stages to a reasonable number. 	 A preliminary analysis was performe-d on CRYOP
for He/CH4 , He/Ne, He/H 2 and He/N2 <	 This analysis was performed before CRYOP
was modified to h?-idle up to six vapor-cooled shields and the PODS support
option.
The supports for the dual stage system consist of large-diameter folded
fiberglass tubes, which provides a cantilever-type support similar to previous
coolers which have been developed and flown [3.1].
s
3-1
The vapor cooling utilization for the helium was based on cooling the
He-II/guard cryogen supports, then cooling the guard cryogen, and finally the
outer shell/guard cryogen supports.	 A vapor-cooled shield in the multilayer
insulation was not assumed.
The relative system weights were determined for several guard cryogens for the
nominal parameters.	 Sensitivity studies were conducted for the helium/solid
neon, case only.
The nominal parameters at XANOM = 1 are:
•	 Instrument heat load = 21 mW (0.01 Btu/hr)
•	 Multilayer insulation is double aluminized mylar with 2
silk net spacers each.
•	 Vacuum jacket temperature, TH = 200K (360R)
The results shown in Fig. 3.1 indicate the He/H2, He/N2 and He/Ne have similar
weights with the He/CH4 somewhat heavier.	 The He/H2 system represents a
safety impact due to the flammable H2 and also has a substantially larger
volume than the others, so appears to be an unlikely choice, while the He/CH4
system also has some undesirable safety features due to the flammable CH4.
The prime candidates to be studied further are therefore He/Ne and He/N2.
3-2
11500
1000
TOTAL SYSTEM
WEIGHT, KG
OUTER SHELL TEMPERATURE
	
3
INSTRUMENT HEAT LOAD
MULTILAYER
CONDUCTIVITY
He/CH4
He/Ne	 (2
SUPPORT
CONDUCTANCE
)DO)
)00)
(LB)
He/N2
500
	
— He/N2
-91 )00)
of
	
i	 i	 i	 i	 i	 1	 i(0)
0	 0.4	 0.8	 1.2	 1.6	 2.0	 2.4
X/ XNOM
Fig. 3.1 Guard Cryogen Trade Studies
3.2 SELECTION OF TANK CONFIGURATION CANDIDATES
A trade study was performed to determine which tank configuration was most
suitable for use in the single stage Be dewar for maintaining the 1 m (39.4
in) diam. x 2 m (78.7 in) long instrument at c 2K (c 3.6R) for three years.
General criteria normally used in selections of this type include weight,
moments of	 inertia constraints, limitations on C.G. 	 shift, geometric
constraints, technical risk, cost and schedule.
3-3
Criteria Contract Requirements
Weight < 2000 kg (4409 ibs), total system
including the instrument
M0I constraints None specified
Limitations on C.G. shift None specified
Geometric constraints Fit into the Shuttle Cargo Bay, 4.5
m (15 ft) diam. x 18 m (60 ft) long
Technical
	 risk, cost and Development program not to last
schedule longer than 10 years
3.37 •
130.7 IN}
Im
I
,4 I
L
I
i
i
i
i
(i Dl.
(7H.7 IN
i
F• —	 I R	 --- 44
1	 (39.4 IN)	 I
CONF 3
As can be seen from the table, the contract requirements provides no
sigificant constraints on any of these criteria.
The tank configurations considered in the single -stage dewar study are shown
in Fig. 3.2. The tank size shown is based on a very preliminary estimate of
the total heat load into the heliuo using three vapor cooled shields.
10'
	 f•^—	 . 1.46 n 	 ----- ---+{	 i( 34.4 IN}	 (57.5 IN)
TANS ARE SCALED FOR AN EWAL VOLUME OF 0.85 s3 (10 FT')
1Il
Fig. 3.2 Candidate Tank Configurations for Single Stage He Dewar
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1.	 .'
Instrument Joule heating	 10
Gi van
Aperture heating 	 1
Mires (400 SS coax, 250 mangenin) 	 4
A
NLI (varied with surface area) 	 5*
Supports (PODS)	 1	 Calculated
Fill line	 1*
25% margin (including ullage) 	 5
27 (0.092 Btu/hr)
*Ratioed from data in Ref. 3.2
The candidate configurations consist of 1) a toroidal tank that extends the
y
full 2 m (78.7 in) length of the instrument; a conduction shield closes off
one end of the instrument cavity; the other end is opened to space after
achieving orbit; 2) a toroidal tank that extends halfway, 1 m (39.4 in), along 	 p
the cylinder with a conduction shield extending the other half of the
f
cylinder; one end is also closed off with a conduction shield as in
configuration 1; 3 a cylindrical tank with ^T /1 ellipsoidal ends and a 2 m9	 )	 Y
(78.7 in) long by 1 m (39.4 in) diameter conduction shield extending around
the instrument cavity.
r.
Table 3.1 provides the criteria used to rank the three tank configurations.
All of the factors affecting system weight are summarized in Table 3.2.
Configuration 3 is the lightest weight system followed by configurations 1 and
2. Although the instrument/C.G. load path will decrease this weight advantage
for configuration 3. it is doubtful it would be large enough to change these
ij
1
i
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Table 3.1 CRITERIA FOR RANKING TANK CONFIGURATIONS (SINKt STAGE OEWiR)
Criteria 3
Objective Criteria
Delta weight. kg (lb) (see Table 3.2) 36(79) 42(93) 0
External (TN) surface area. normalized 1.0 1.09 1.12
Tank surface area. normalized 3.3 1.9 1.0
Spacecraft dimension. normalized
• length 1.0 1.0 1.66
• Diameter 1.22 1.46 1.0
Subjective Criteria(1)
Tank manufacturing complexity 3 2 1
Vacuum shell manufacturing complexity 1 2 1
Fill time based an mass to be cooled 1	 3 2 1
(!) 1 Is most desirable ranking
Table 3.2 PRELIMINARY WEIGHT COMPARISON FOR TANK CONFIGURATIONS
CONTI ura
Tank( 1 ) 142 111 69
Vacuum Jacket 221 240(2) 223
Conduction shield around instrument 1.1 S.4 17.8
Vapor-cooled shields (3) (t a 0.05 cm or .02 in) 49 S3(2) S4.S
Mli 9.8 10.7(2) 11.0
Helium 103 112 its
Instrument CG load path 3
Total Wt.. kg (lb) S26(1160) S32(1173) 490(1080)
X09) 42(93) 0&Wt.. kg (lb)
I
II Includes 1.7% aluminum foam
2 Weights ratioed from data in Ref. 3.2
3 These weights will be higher for configuration 3 than either 1 or 2,
but were not calculated due to lack of design detail.
i1
r ti
.	 11
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preliminary weight rankings. Configurations 1 and 2 have a significant length
advantage over configuration 3.
When considering these criteria plus the others listed, there was no clear cut
choice between the three configurations. Configuration 3 is the lightest; on
1	 the other hand, configurations 1 and 2 are considerably shorter and the dawar
CG will change less as the tank is drained; configuration 3 is Judged to be
the least complex design to manufacture and assemble. Due mainly to the
lighter weight and lower manufacturing complexity, configuration 3 was
selected over configurations 2 and 3. This selection of tank configuration 3
was made for representing the tank weight and envelope during the cryogen
selection analysis. This choice should be re-examined when more detailed
system requirements are defined.
The analyses performed in Section 3.1 narrowed the selection of the secondary
cryogen to solid nitrogen or solid neon to go along with the primary
superfluid helium tank. These same preliminary studies showed the secondary
tank volume to be considerably smaller than the primary tank volume. For this
reason a small toroidal, secondary cryogen tank (to minimize dewar length)
plus an ellipsoidal We tank was selected for the dual stage cryogen selection
analyses. Fig. 3.3 shows both single and dual stage tank layouts. Note the
primary tank and conduction shield are supported off the secondary tank. The
secondary tank is supported off the vacuum shell.
3.7
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Fig. 3.3 Selected Tank Configurations for Use in the Cryogen
Selection Analysis
3.3 SINGLE VS. DUAL STAGE TRADE STUDIES
These studies were performed using the CRYOP program described in Section 9.
When these analyses were performed initially, an error in the modified vapor
^j
shield optimization subroutine caused the calculated heat rates to be too low.
This error was discovered after the design of the selected single stage diewar
was well advanced and the detailed thermal nodal model of the design showed
	
. 1
higher heat rates than were calculated previously by CRYOP. Consequently, all
these trade studies were rerun to see if the conclusions reached previously
were still valid. They were, in most cases examined, but the selection of a
3-8
o-••T ^f	 '°--T.^-^„fir-°'`,^!
single stage dewar over a dual stage dawar was not as clear cut as shorn
previously by the incorrect analyses.
Using the corrected CRYOP program, the trade study was repeated for both
`	 single and dual stages using the tank configurations shown in Section 3.2 and
the assumptions shorn in Table 3.3. Parameters that were varied include the
t	 instrument heat load, warm boundary temperature, and number of vapor cooled
shields.
Nominal case tabular outputs from the CRYOP program are shown in Table 3.4
(He), Table 3.5 (He/N2) and Table 3.6 (He/Ne). The output includes the dewar
length (minus the aperture cover), dewar diameter, design lifetime (including
a 20% margin), optimum insulation thickness, location and temperature of the
vapor cooled shields, parasitic heat load with and without vapor cooling, tank
volume and a weight breakdown of the dewar (minus the aperture cover). The
aperture cover length and weight were added in manually after the runs were
completed.
Note that under "EXPERIMENT WT”, 17.6 kg (39 lb) was added to 200 kg (441 lb)
of experiment weight 218 kg (480 lb) total to account for the inner conduction
r shield extending up from the helium tank surrounding the 2 m (78.4 in) long
instrument and providing a c 2K (c 3.6 R) boundary. The nominal values used
"or the cryogen selection studies are shown in Table 3.7.
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Table 3.7 NOMINAL VALUES USED IN THE CRYOGEN SELECTION ANALYSIS
Single Owl Sta
rSKORdArYStAoL-
Vacuum Shell Temperature, K (R) 200(360)
S
200060)
No. of Vapor Cooled Shields O NOINO
1 He/N2
3
(Between primary (Between Second-
and Secondary ary Tank and
T Vacuum Shell)
Support Conductance (Vapor Cooled) 6 ea. 6 ea. 6 to. 
PODS PODS PODS
Instrument Most lad. * (continuous) 11 11
3.3.1 Single Stage Results
The study results for the single stage helium dewar are shown in Figs. 3.4 and
3.5.	 The nominal case value shown by a square was varied, one parameter at a
time, to examine the sensitivity of the system to a change in different
parameters.	 Note in Fig. 3.5 the launch weight is relatively insensitive to
changes in Instrument heat load (7x increase for a doubled heat load).	 As
instrument heat loads are increased, parasitic heat loads are reduced dire to
greater vapor cooling. 	 Launch weight is optimum at 5 vapor cooled shields.
Changes in warm.boundary temperature had the largest effect on launch system
weight, i.e., -17% at 150K and •31% at 100K vacuum shell temperature. 	 The
3-14
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added weight of shadow shields, radiators, etc., required to obtain these
lower temperatures was not included in Fig. 3.5.
Fig. 3.4 shows the effect of parameter changes on the total dewar length
including the aperture cover.	 Note the nominal length will not fit into the
cargo bay, crosswise. Lengthwise, of course, there is no problem.
3.3.2 Dual Stage Results
The study results for the dual stage helium/nitrogen dewar are shown in Figs.
3.6 and 3.7; Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 summarize the helium/neon dewar results.
	 The
data fcr both dual-stage dewars follows the same trends. The launch weight is
near optimum when three vapor-cooled shields are used for either dual stage
candidate.	 The heliL';n/nitrogen dewar's launch weight is less than the
helium/neon dewar above TH
 = 178K (320R).	 Between TH
 = 178K (320R) and 110K
(198R), the helium/neon dewar is the lightest. 	 Below TH
 = 152K (274R) for
nitrogen and TH = 110K (198R) for neon, the weight of the secondary cryogen
went to zero showing the single stage helium dewar is optimum in this
temperature regime.
Note in Fig. 3.9 the He/Ne launch weight is slightly more sensitive to
	
u
doubling the instrument heat load (11%) than the single stage system (7%).
When the instrument heat load was doubled for the He/N2 case, the nitrogen
weight went to zero, indicating a single stage helium system was optimum for
this case.	 Both duai stage dewar weights were sensitive to warm boundary
temperature changes, but not as sensitive as the single stage dewar.
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Figs. 3.6 and 3.8 show the effect of parameter changes on the total dewar
length including the aperture cover. 	 Note the nominal length will fit into
the cargo bay, crosswise, if it is desired to mount it in that orientation.
3.4 SELECTED CRYOGEN
l	 Using the data developed in Section 3.3, selection criteria were prepared for
the single and dual stage dewars.
	
Fig. 3.10 provides a comparison of dewar
lengths including the aperture cover; Fig. 3.11 provides a weight comparison
of the dewars. Additional selection criteria are provided in Table 3.8.
Based on these data, the single-stage helium dewar was selected for the
following reasons.
The average orbit warm boundary temperature will probably be less than 200K
(360R) judging by the predicted temperatures for programs of a similar nature,
i.e., the superfluid helium dewar on IRAS [3.2] and the neon/methane dewar on
Teal Ruby [3.3].	 These orbit temperatures are achieved using thermal control
coatings, insulation, radiators and active orientation systems.
	
At these
temperatures of 170K (306R) and 150K (270R) respectively, weight penalties
incurred using a single-stage helium dewar are on the order of 17% to 15% when
compared to the lightest helium/neon dewar. 	 [At 200K (360R), the weight
penalty is 28% when compared to the lightest helium,/nitrogen dewar.]
	
This
weight penalty is not considered excessive when balanced against the lower
cost and lower complexity of the single stage design as discussed in Section
6.3.	 (The dual-stage dewar requires an additional tank for the neon or
nitrogen, low heat leak tank supports, fill line, vent line, coolant inlet
3-19
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and exit lines and associated plumbing components.
	
The GS. also requires a
neon or nitrogen loading module.)
Secondly, the single-stage helium dewar weight is less sensitive to changes in
the instrument heat rate as shown in Table 3.8.
Third, although the dual-stage dewars by themselves are shorter than the
single-stage dewar and will fit into the Shuttle Cargo Buy crosswise as well
as lengthwise, when a spacecraft is added to the dewars it is highly likely
both the single- and dual-stage dewars can only fit into the Shuttle Bay
lengthwise.
Finally, the single-stage dewar weight of 966 kg (2130 lb) is considerably
lower than the 2000 kg (4409 lb) contract requirement, providing more than
adequate margin for the weight growth that normally occurs as a design
matures.
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Table 3.8 CRITERIA FOR CRYOGEN SELECTION
Dewar Type
Selection Criteria He He/Ne He/N2
Lightest-weight dewar when TH is: < 110K (198R) 110 to 178K > 178K (320R)
(198 to 320R)
Nominal	 dewar launch weight * , 966 799 753
kg	 (lb) (2130) (1761) (1660)
Shortest length dewar when TH is: < 110K (198R) 110 to 280K > 280K (504R)
(198 to 504R)
Fits into Shuttle Bay
•	 Crosswise NO YES YES
•	 Lengthwise YES YES YES
% change in dewar weight for +7 +11 Single-stage
doubled instrument heat rate, I!e	 dewar	 is
22 mW
	
(0.08 Btu/hr) optimum for
this case
Cost and complexity of analysis,
design, manufacturing, cryogen
loading,	 test
•	 Dewar 1** 2 2
•	 GSE i	 1 I	 2 I	 2
" TH = 200K (360R)
** 1 is the most desirable
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S°rtion 4
SUPPOR. :;.LECTION ANALYSIS
4.1 SUPPORT SYSTEM SCREENING
For state-of-the-art helium dewar flight systems, the support heat leak :.an be
e
the major parasitic heat load to the cryogen. 	 For example, the heat leak
breakdown for the IRAS program [4.1] shows the tension bands constitute two
thirds of the parasitic heat load.	 (Note the shift in heat load for the PODS
support system selected in this study as shown later in Fig. 5.30.)
Parasitic Heat	 Leak,	 Percent. IRAS
PODS
Dewar
Multilayer insulation 141 303
Supports 2 67 22
(Tension (PODS)
Band)
Plumbing 2 2 4
Wire leads 2 17 44
1.	 Three	 vapor-cooled shields 100 100
2.	 Vapor-cooled
a. rive vapor-cuuieu snteius
If this support heat leak can be lowered an order of magnitude or more, dewar
weight can be decreased substantially or dewar lifetime extended significantly.
An extensive literature search was performed to define the state of the art in
helium support systems and uncover any advanced support concepts that are under
development. The unclassified literature surveyed included:
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•	 Advances	 in Cryogenic	 Engineering	 (Vols. 1-25)
•	 National Technical Information Service (1964 to date)
•	 Science Abstracts: Physics, Electrical and Electronic,
Engineering and Computers and Control (1970 to date)
•	 Defense Technical Information Center Data Base (1970
to date)
•	 NASA Research Facilities Data Base (1970 to date)
i
and was performed using the DIALOG literature search program.
The most extensive research work on alternate support concepts was performed by
Lockheed [4.2] on 12 different concepts.	 The concepts include rr^onocoques (both
passive and pyrotechnically detached), honeycomb cone, vapor-cooled cone,
fiberglass struts, and three active disconnect struts (torque tube, ball and
clamp,	 and retracting wedge).	 Six concepts were fabricated and tested
thermally.	 The selected concept, a fiberglass support tube, also had extensive
structural tests performed at cryogenic temperature [4.3],
Most of the helium dewar flight systems use some version of the fiberglass
tension band support as shown in Table 4.1.	 The Stanford Relativity Experiment
[4.4] has a combination of fiberglass bands and titanium support tubes. 	 The
titanium tubes are actively retracted in orbit. 	 GIRL uses compound fiberglass
bands to take advantage of the higher strengths of fiberglass at low temperature
and ti;p contact resistance of multiple band parts. 	 No new advanced support
concepts were uncovered in the litecj turzz survey that had not already been
considered by Lockheed previously.
In 1978, Lockheed started a research program to develop a support system with a
thermal conductance value at least an order of magnitude lower than present
4-2
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state-of-the-art support systems. Hundreds of different concepts were examined
of the generic types summarized in Table 4.2. Screening criteria used (updated
for th;s program) are shown in Table 4.3.	 From this screening, one support
concept was selected for development. 	 This system, the passive orbital
disconnect strut (PODS), was analyzed, designea. fabricated, structurally
tested, and is currently under thermal test.
	
The PODS system is the first
candidate to be selected for this program.
The contract specifies a minimum of two advanced support system concepts shall
be analyzed. Consequently, since no promising new support system concepts were
uncovered in the literature survey, the second best of the support systems
developed from the screening analysis was selected. 	 This concept, the folded
tube strut, is a combination of three support system ccncepts listed in Table
4.2:	 the point support, the large folded tube support and the alternate load 	 P
path support.	 Details of the two candidate support system concepts plus a
reference state-of-the-art system follows.
4.1.1 Concept No. 1 - Passive Orbital Disconnect Strut (PODS)
The concept is a modified version of a developed and qualified fiberglass strut
system.	 The design combines the desirable features of a thermal disconnect in
orbit with the high reliability of a completely passive design.
The portion of the point support strut design that makes it unique is shuwn in
Fig. 4.1. The gold-coated Invar stem is suspended inside the gold-coated Invar
body by prestressed S-glass filaments. In low-g or under specified loan condi-
tions in 1-g, heat transfer occurs in vacuum between the gold-coated ttem and
body by radiation and by conduction along the S-glass strands.
4-4
Table 4.2 DEMONSTRATED * AND ADVANCED SUPPORT CONCEPTS EXAMINED
Tension
High-strength steel
wires
S-gl ass /epoxy*
Kevlar 49
Bands*
Chains or compound
bands*
Compression/Tension
Fiberglas/epoxy
monocoque
Fiberg lass /ep,,xy
honeycomb cylinders
Dusted plates
Fiberglass pads*
Point supports*
Folded tube*
Disconnect
Differential temperature
expansion
Mechanical (electrical,
pyrotechnic, pneumatic)
Piezoelectric expansion
Sublimation
Mac.;. ;ic k'active feedback
loopy
Cut filaments
Alternate load path
(PODS)
NiTi memory alloy
Table 4.3 CRITERIA FOR SUPPORT SYSTEM SELECTION
• Minimum parasitic heat leak on ground and in orbit for 3-year lifetime
• Minimum weight
• Minimum cost
• Resonance > 35 Hz during launch and > 20 Hz in orbit
• Passive design
• Can be demonstrated thermally in one-G qualification tests
• Applicable to different tank sizes, weights and shapes
• Suitable for use in Shuttle launch and abort modes
• Orbit heat rates independent of launch loads
• Support ^,onfiguration to simplify MLI installation and minimize
thermal degradation of MLI
• Support vapor-cooled shields
4-5
0.13-mm CLEARANCE
(2 PLACES)
LOCKING NUT
/ (GOLD-COATED)
S-GLASS
(PRESTRESSED)
/	 PINS,
4 EACH
i	 ^---"
TENSION PINS /(IN SLOTTED STEM)
SELF-ALIGNING
BEARINGS AND
ROD ENDS(GOLD-COA,rED)
INVAR BODY (GOLD-COATED)
` INVAR STEM (GOLD-COATED)
LOAD PINS (2 EACH)
O
T 
^- FILAMENT-WOUND
/ EPDXY /FIBERGLASS TUBE
1	
O
T 
Fiq. 4.1 Passive Orbital Disconnect Strut (POUF) System.
PODS at Cold End Only
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Under the high-g load conditions of launch, the S-glass filaments stretch
elastically to the point where the stem holes bottom out against the two metal
load pins.	 The high loads are transmitted through the pins until orbit is
achieved.	 Once the load is removed, the Invar stem recenters itself inside the
body and the load pins no longer touch the stem.	 This passive orbital
disconnect suppor' (PODS) concept greatly reduces the strut heat leak in orbit,
yet is designed to handle ` 	 high structural loads of launch. 	 The strut
performance can be tailu .,1 separately for the launch loads (sizing of
fiberglass t l -`c and load pies) and des i red orbit resonance (length and area of
S-qlass filaments).	 The parts required for a PODS strut at both the warm and
cold ends are shown in ig. 4.2. 	 The design that was se l ected for this program
(based on analyses described later) uses the PODS mechanism only at the cold end
of the strut.
4.1.2 Concept No. 2 -Folded Tube Strut (FTS)
a
The FTS concept consists of 3
together to form a single strut
is designed to take the launch
transmitted through the wedge-s'
fiberglass tubes 2 and 3). 	 In
load is removed; the fiberglass
while the strut resonance drops
concentric, folded fiberglass tubes connected
as shown in Fig. 4.3. During launch, tube No. I
loads at a resonance of 35 Hz. 	 The loads are
taped Invar ring shown 'due to elastic strains in
orbit, the wedge disconnects passively when the
conduction path lenoth is approximately tripled
to 20 Hz.
4-7
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Fig. 4.2 Exploded View of PODS Support (PODS Both Ends)
- 
RH THREADS	 ^ MLI DISCS	
LH THREADS
T -^° _	 ---- ---- - *^ - -	 --- T4
J	 MIA!,	 't E-'CZY!S ,LASS .UP POP. T TUB
60LD COAT	 3L	 MICROSPHERES
LOCKING NUT	 (TIKES ALUM MTZED. INTERMITTFNT COATING)
TUBE 1. DESIGNED FOR LAUNCH. ABORT LOADS AND RESONANCE
TUBES 1 , 2. 3 PESIGNEO FOR ORBI- RESONANCE AND MIN C
EPDXY BINDS
.M
Fig. 4.3 Folded Tube Strut (FTS) Concept
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r4.1.3 Reference -State -of -the -Art Tension Band Support System
.	 1
In order to determine the potential performance improvementp	 possible with
advanced support concepts 1 and 2, a reference state-of-the-art support system
was selected so comparative analyses can be made.
	
As shown previously in Table
e
4.1, the tension band support is used on several helium flight dewars and
j	 represents one of the most advanced systems currently in use. A typical support
system is shown in Fig. 4.4 for a superfluid helium dewar and L02/LH 2
 Orbiter
Power Reactant Storage Assemblies. 	 The support consists of opposing sets of
uniaxial S-glass/epoxy bands wrapped over metal end-spools. 	 The bands are
pretensioned so the
	
supports never go slack under 	 changing pressures,
temperatures, or launch loads.
4.2 THERMAL/STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION TRADE STUDIES
The support system is used to support the helium tank, cold plumbing components,
the instrument, the vapor-cooled shields and the insulation off the vacuum
shell.	 Twelve supports are used, three pairs in opposition to three other
pairs.	 They are located so the center-of-gravity of the supported mass is
midway between the supports as represented in Fig. 4.5.
	 The actual dewar
configuration is shown la t er in Section 5.
The objective of this task is to optimize each support system candidate in such
a way as to minimize the flow of heat from the vacuum shell to which they are
attached, while maintaining enough structural rigidity to keep the lowest
frequencies at launch and during orbital conditions above certain specified
4-9
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TOP VIEW
6 ea SUPPORTS TOP AND BOTTOM
(12 TOTAL)
Z
X
Y
300 K
(54OR) 2K A-A
(3.6R)
1M
rlsZ
A
0.5M
L S	i
VACUUM SHELL
MLI/V.C. SHIELDS
TANK/INSTRUMENT STRUCTURE
A
— INSTRUMENT C.G.
fOP OF TANK
COMBINED C.G.
values, and stresses due to assembly and launch loads below those that would
cause buckling or material failure.
In this analysis, the vacuum shell and the tank/instrument structure to which it
is attached are assumed to be rigid and the supports to be massless.
	 It is also
assumed that the tank, vapor-cooled shields, insulation and payload are rigid,
supported by elastic struts or tension bands which carry loads only along their
axes (pinned ends). The three concepts that were analyzed are:
• The passive orbital disconnect strut (PODS)
• Th- folded tube support (FTS)
• The reference tension band system
In the PODS and FTS concepts, the effective axial stiffness (EA)eff and heat flow
conductance (KA/L)eff change abruptly fron the launch condition to the orbital
conduction due to "disconnect" features within each strut, so that design of each
of these support systems involves the solution of two optimization problems, one
corresponding to the launch phase and the other corresponding to the orbital
phase.	 The tension band concept involves solution of one optimization problem,
corresponding to the launch condition only, since the nature of this support
system does not change for the orbital phase and the launch phase represents the
more severe environment.
Trade studies are conducted with the use of a computer program called PANDA,
originally designed for weight minimization of composite cylindrical
	 panels
subjected to destabilizing loads [4.5].
	 For application to the problem of dewar
support design, this program has been modified by replacement of the expression
for weight by an expression for heat flow and replacement of expressions for
loca l. and general	 bu^kling loads with expressions for vibration frequencies.
This modified program is called PANDA-DEWAR and is described in detail	 in
Section 9.
The program inputs include:
1) Weights and dimensions of supported equipment;
2) Launch and orbital frequency constraints;
3) Young's modulus and the maximum allowable stress of the
fiberglass tube or band; and
4) Thermal	 conductivities of the tube, band and S-glass
filaments.
Program outputs include:
1)	 Center-of-gravity locations and polar and tilting moments
of inertia of supported equipment;
21 Launch design margins of maximum stress tube column
(Euler) buckling, tube shell (local) buckling, and tube or
band thermal stress;
3) Strut length and diameter, strut spacing and angles, cross
sectional	 area and wall thickness, and pretension load
(tension band only);
4) Launch and orbital	 frequency margins 	 in lateral, tilt,
axial and torsional modes; and
5) The axial	 length and cross-sect i onal area of the S-glass
filaments for the PODS support.
Optimization is carried out by a nonlinear programming algorithm called CONMIN
[4.6,
	
4.71.
	
This
	
program, written by Vanderplaats in the early 	 1970's, is
based on a nonlinea r constrained search algorithm due to Zoutendijk [4.8]. 	 Tne
basic anelytic technique used in CONMIN is to minimize an objective function
(heat flow, for example) until one or more constraints, in this case vibration
4-13
frequencies, buckling loads, maximum stress or strain, and upper and lower
bounds
	
on design variables, become active. 	 The minim;zation process teen
continues by following the constraint boundaries in design variable space in a
direction such that the value of the objective function continues to decrease.
When a point is reached such that no further decrease in the objective function
is obtained, the process is terminated.
An example of this optimization process is shown in Fig. 4.6 for the PODS
support system.	 Note approximately 13 design iterations were required before
the launch conditions were optimized; the orbit case required seven design
iterations.	 Once the optimum values arE achieved, the results are printed out
in the tabular format shown in Tables 4.4 through 4.7 for the PODS support (both
ends), PODS support (cold end only), FTS and the tension band system.
A separate optimization run was conducted for each support system as a furction
of the supported weight, the parametric results are plotted in Fig. 4.7 for the
launch case.	 Note in Fig. 4,7 that putting the PODS at the cold end only is
superior to putting the PODS mechanism at both the cold aid warm ends of the
strut.	 This result is due to the longer fibergldss tube length possible for the
same rod-end-to-rod-end length of the strut.
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Table 4.4 PODS, BOTH EMDS OF STRUT
DEWAR POD CONCEPT, 1200 LBS.
EFFECTIVE HEAT LOSS FACTORS :'OR LAUNCH AND ORBIT...
(KA/L) FOR LAUNCH, ORBIT = 3.5102E-03 2.8354F-04
WEIGH1 AND LENGTH OF SUPPORTED EQUIPMENT...
TOTAI. WEIGHT .. . . . 1.2000E+03
PAYLOAD WEIGHT (INSTRUMENT PACK) - 4.8000E+02
TANK WEIGHT (CRYOGEN + CONTAINER) a 3.9656E+02
VAPOR S6: rLD + INSULATION WEIGHT - 3.734dE+02
LENGTHS OF TANK, SHIELD 5.2700E+01 1.3150E+02
t:G LOCATION AND MOMENTS OF INERTIA Ui SUPPORTED EQUIP
CG LOCATION (FROM AFT END OF TANK) .	 5.5390E+01
POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA. . . . . . .	 9.1321E+02
MOMENT OF INERTIA FOR TILTING. . . . .= 3.2130E+03
TANK + CRYOGEN TILTING	 1.2038E+03
VAPOR SHIELD + INSULATION TILTING- 1.5337E-03
PAYLOAD (INSTRUMENT PACKAGE) TILT - 4.8047E+02
LAUNCH b ORBITAL FREQUENCY CONSTRAINTS 3.5000E+01 2.0000E+01
AXIAL AND LATERAL. LAUNCH ACCEL. IN G S- 1.0000E+01 1.0000E+01
YOUNGS MODULUS OF TURF MATERIAL ....
	
6.0000E+06
MAX. ALLOWABLE STRESS OF TUBE MATERIAL 5.0000E+04
CONDUCTIVITIFS 1B7U/(i.'R-IN.-DEG.F)1 FOR SUPPORT..
CONDUCTIVITY, K1, OF TUBE OR STRAP. . - 2.7900E-02
CONDUCTIVITIES (SGLAS) OF HOT,CCID END= 5.2000E-C2 7.2200E-03
INNER RADIUS OF CRYOGENIC TANK. . . . - 1.2600_°-nA
OUTER RADIUS OF TANK AND PAYLOAD. . . - 1.9700E+01
INNER RADIUS OF VACUUM SHELL. . . . . . 2.7200E+01
LENGTH OF RIGID PART OF SUPPORT,
EXCLUCING LENGTHS OF SGLAS MEMBERS- 2.4000E+00
MARGIN ON MAXIMUM STRESS DURING LAUNCH- 1.2959E+00
MARGIN ON COLUMN BUCKLING AT LAUNCH	 1.2588E+00
MARGIN ON SHELL BUCKLING AT LAUNCH 	 1.4115E+00
.!ARVIN ON TUBE THERMAL STRESS . . . 	 1.8292E+00
STRUT LENGTH, TUBE LENGTH (PL, TUBEL) - 1.7304E+01 8.9040E+00
;.XIA.L SPACING OF DEWAR SUPPORT RINGS - 5.5390E+01
STRUT ANGLES	 (THETA, GAMMA) - 7.4171E+01 3.5222E+01
TUBE CROSS SECTION (AnEA, INNER DIAM) - 9.3354E-02 1.3803E+00
TUBE WALL THICKNESS, R/T RATIO . . . 	 2.1203E-02 3.3051E+01
iRETENSICS "'ONLY FOR TENSION STRAP ) - C.000GE+00
T_A. -^'NCH FREQ. MARGINS, (LATERAL, TILT) a 1.0005E + 00 1.0639E+00
LAUNCH FREQ. MARGINS, (AXIAL, TORSION) = 9.9890E-01 1.5646E+OG
LENGTH :/F SGLASS TENSIC'. MEKBFR a 1.5000E+00
CROSS SECTION AREA OF SGLASS M:MBER 	 9.0697E-04
CD°_!TAL FREQ. MARGINS, (LATERAL, TILT)- 9.9532£-01 1.0584E+00
Ckizl7AL	 MARGINS, (AXIAL, TORSION) a 9.9375E-01 1.5566E+00
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Table 4.5 PODS. COLD END OF STRUT
DEWAR POD C01)CEPT, 1200 LBS. (POD AT ONE END ONLY OF STRl1T)
Vr FECTIVE HEAT LOSS FACTORS FOR LAUNCH AND ORBIT...
K A/L) FOR LAUNC11, ORBIT - 1.6217E-03 1.7197E-04
WE1GHT AND LENGTH OF SUPPORTED EQUIPMENT...
TOTAL WEIGHT . .1.2000E403
PAYLOAD WEIGHT (INSTRUMENT PACK) - 4.8000E402
TANK WEIGHT (CRYOGEN + CON'fAINEP.) - 3.9G56E4C2
VAPOR SHIELD + INSULATION WEIGHT - 3.2344E+02
LENG7!iS OF TANK, SIIIF:LD 5.2700E401	 1.3150E+02
CG I,'-,CATION AND . MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF SUPPORTED EQUIP
CG LOCATION (FnOM AFT END OF TANK)	 5.5390E+01
POLAR MOMLNT OF INERTIA.
	 9.1321E+02
lOMI NT OF INERTIA FOR TILTING. 2.2180E403
TALK + CRYOGEN TILTING . . . . . . m 1.2038E+03
VAPOR SHIELD + INSULATION TILTING- 1.5337E+03
PAYLOAD (INSTFJMPNT PACKAGE) TILT a 4.8047E402
IJrUNCH L ORBITAL FREQUENCY CONSTRAINTS' 3.5000E401 2.0000E+01
AXIAL AND LATERAL LAUNCH ACCF!.. IN G S- 1.0000E 4 01 1.0000E+01
YOUNGS MODULUS OF TUBE MATERIAL ....
	
6 .000Ot.4 06
MAX. ALLOWABLE STRESS OF TUBE MATF'RIAL- 5.00001:404
CONDUCTIVITIES (IITU/01R-IN.-DEG.F)) FOR SUPPORT..
CONDUCTIVITY, K1, OF TUBE OR STRAP. . - 2.1900E-02
CONDUCTIVITIES (SGLAS) OF HOT,COLD END- 1.0000E+06 7.22UOE-03
INNER RADIUS OF CRYOC,ENIC TANK.
	 .	 .	 .	
- 1.0000E400
OUTER RADIUS OF TANK AND PAYLOAD. 1.9100E401
1NNLR RADIUS OF VACUUM SI1ELi.. 	 .	 . 2.1200E401
LENGTH OF RIGID PART OF SUPPORT,
EXCLUDING LENGTHS OF SGLAS MEMBERS 2.4000E+00
MARGIN ON MAXIMUM S'.RESS DURING LAUNCH- 1.2945E+00
MARGIN ON COLUMN BUCKLING AT LAUNCH 1.3914E+00
I73GIN nN SHELL
	 BUCKLING AT LAUNCH 1.3616E+00
MFRGIP ON TUBE THLRMAL STRESS .
	 .	 . 2.2820E400
STRUT LENGTH, TUBE LENG'T'H (PL, TUBEL)
F.XIAL SPACING OF DE1,AR SUPPORT RINGS
S': RUT J'.G1.ES (THETA, GAMMA)
TUBE CROSS SECTION %AREA, INNER DIAM)
TUBE WALL TI' ICNNrSS, R/T RATIO
PRETENSION (ONLY FOR 'iLIIS10N :.;TRAP•)
LAUNCH FRFQ. MARGINS, (I-ATERAL, TILT)
LAUNCH FRI:Q. MARGINS, (AXIAL. TORSION)
1.7309E+01
5.5390E+01
7.4111E+01
9.32S5E-02
2.0924E-02
O .0000E4 00
9.9947E-01
9.9879E 01
1.1909E+01
3.5246E+01
1.40460400
3.4225E+01
1.0631E+00
1.5631E+00
AXIAL LE!.GTH' OF SGLASS TENSION MEMBER n 1 .5000E+00
CROSS SECTION AREA OF SGLASS MEMBER 	 n 4.8292E-04
0RBITAL FAFO. MARGINS, (LAT1:RAl, TILT) - 9.9964E-01
	 1.0633E+U0
o481TAL FTtFQ. VAPG INS, (AX I AL, TORSION) -	 9.9995E-01	 1.5633.+00
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Table 4.6 FOLDED TUBE SUPPORT
DEi-;AR FOLDED TUBE CONCEPT, 1200 :.3S.
EFFECTIVE HEAT LOSS FACTORS FOR LAUNCH AND ORBIT...
'A/L) FOR LAUNCH, ORRTT = 2.0935E-03 2.0075E-04
WEIGHT AND LENGTH OF SUPPORTED EQUIPMENT...
TOTAL WEIGHT . . . . . . . . . . 1.2000E+03
PAYLOAD WEIGHT (INSTRUMENT PACK) = 4.8000E+02
TANK WEIGHT (CRYOGEN + CONTAINER) = 3.96:6E+02
VAPOR SHIELD + INSULATION WEIGHT = 3.2344E+02
LENGTHS OF TANK, SHIELD 5.2700E+01 1.3150E+02
CG LOCATION AND MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF SUPPORTED EQUIP
CG '.00ATION (FROM AFT END OF TANK) . .= 5.5390E+01
POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA. . . . . . . .= 9.1321F+02
	
MCXENT OF INFRTIA FOR TILTING. . . . 	 3.2180E+03
TANK + CRYOGEN TILTING . . . . . .= 1.2038E+03
VAPOR SHIELD + INSULATION TILTING = 1.5337E+03
PAYLOAD (INSTRUMENT PACKAGE) TIL" = 4.8047E+02
LAUNCH 6 ORBITAL FREQUENCY CONSTRAIN-S = 3.5000E+01 2.0000E+01
.TAL AND LATERAL LAUNCH ACCEL. 	 IN G S = 1.0000E+01 1.0000E+01
_BUNGS MODULUS OF TUBE MATERIAL 	 ....	 = 6.0000E+06
MAX. ALLOWABLE STRESS OF TUBE MATERIAL = 5.0000E+04
CONDUCTIVITIES	 (BTU/(HR-IN.-DEG.F))	 FOR SUPPORT..
CC-IDUCTIVITY,	 K1,	 OF TUBE 1 AT LAUNCH = 2.7900E-02
CONDUCTIVITY OF TUBE 1	 IN ORBIT	 .	 .	 .	 = 3.5600E-02
DN'DUCIIVITY OF TUBE 2	 IN ORBIT	 .	 .	 .	 = 2.5500E-02
CONDUCTIVITY OF TUBE 3	 IN ORBIT	 .	 .	 .	 = 1.4900E-02
INNER RADIUS OF CRYOGENIC TANK	 .	 .	 .	 = 1.490uE-02
OUTER RADIUS OF TANK AND PAYLOAD. 	 .	 . - 1.9700E+01
INNER RADIUS OF VACUUM SHELL.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 = 2.7200E+01
LENGTH OF RIGID PART OF SUPPORT . 	 .	 .	 = 5.0000E+00
MARGIN ON MAXIMUM STRESS DUIRING LAUNCH = 1.2940E+00
NLRGIN 0`7 COLUMN BUCKLING AT LAUNCH 	 = 1.3652E+00
Mr.F.GIN ON SHELL	 BUCKLING AT LAUNCH	 = 1.0692E+00
P11RGIN ON TUBE THERMAL STRESS . 	 .	 .	 .	 = 2.2121E+00
STRUT LENGTH, TUBE LENGTH	 (PL,	 TUBEL)	 = 1.7308E+ 01 1.2308E+01
:.>:IAL	 SPACING OF DEW;.;: SUPPORT RINGS
	 = 5.5390E+01
STRUT ANGLES
	
(THETA,
	
GAMMA)	 - 7.4171E+Cj 3.5242E+01
TORE CROSS SECTION
	
(AREA:	 INNER DIAM)	 = 7.6962E-02 1.4443E+00
TUBE i."ALL THICKNESS,	 R/T RATIO	 = 1.6767E-02 4.3569E+01
PRETENSION	 (ONLY FOR '.'ENSIGN STRAP)	 = 0.0000E+00
LAUNCH	 FREQ.	 MARGINS,	 (LATERAL,	 TILT)	 = 9.9936E-01 1.0629E+00
LAUNCH FREQ.	 MARGINS,	 (AXIAL,	 TORSION) = 9.9652E-01 1.5629E+00
L 7-;:GTHS OF FOLDED TUBES NOS. 2 AND 3 = 1.1692E+01
	
"TAR F a DIUS OF' TUBE NO.	 2 . . . . . .=	 6.7214E-01
	
CBE2	 . . . . .	 3.761iE-C2
oU ZR RADIUS OF TUBE • NO. 3 . . . . . .= 2.4373E-01
	
THICKNESS OF TUBE NO. 3	 . . . . . . .=	 1.0000E-02
ORBITAL FREQ. MARGINS, (LATERAL, TILT)- 9.9683E-01 1.0602E+00
ORBITAL FREQ. MARGINS, (AXIAL,TORSION)- 9.9600E-01 1.5589E+00
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Table 4.7 TENSION Bi,,0 SUPPORT
DEWAR TENSION STRAP CONCEPT, 2000 LBS.
EFFECTIVE !TEAT LOSS FACTORS FOR LAUNCH AND ORBIT...
(KA/L) FOR LAUNC3, ORBIT - 5.0889E-03 4.6174E-03
WEIGHT AND LENGTH OF SUPPORTED EQUIPMENT...
TOTAL WEIGHT . . . . . . .r 2.0000E+03
PAYLOAD WEIGHT (INSTRUMENT PACK) = 4.8000E+02
TANK WEIGHT (CRYOGEN + CONTAINER) = 8.8360E+02
VAPOR SHIELD + INSULATION WEIGHT = 6.3640E+02
LENGTHS OF TANK, SHIELD 1.0630E+02 1.8510E+02
CG LOCATION AND MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF SUPPORTED EQUIP
	
CG LOCATION (FROM AFT END OF TANK) .
	 8.3171E+01
POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA. .
	 . . .	 1.6153E+03
MOMENT OF INERTIA FOR TILTING. . . . .= 1.2160E+04
	
TANK + CRYOGEN TILTING . . . . .
	
4.4407E+03
VAPOR SHIELD + INSULATION TILTING = 5.3173E+03
PAYLOAD (INSTRUMENT PACKAGE) TILT = 2.4017E+03
LAUNCH L ORBITAL FREQUENCY CONSTRAINTS =
 3.5000E+01 2..0000E+01
AXIAL AND LATERAL LAUNCH ACCEL,. IN G S = 1.000C::+O1 1.0000E +01.
YOUNGS MODULUS OF TUBE MATERIAL .... = 7.5000E+06
MAX. ALLOWABLE STRESS OF TUBE MATERIAL = 5.6000E+04
CONDUCTIVITY Or STRAP AT LAUNCH . . . = 3.1300E-02
CONDUCTIVITY OF STRAP IN ORBIT . . . = 2.8400E-02
EN NER RADIUS OF CRYOGENIC TANK.
	 .	 . .	 =	 1.0000E-08
OUTER RADIUS OF TANK AND PAYLOAD.	 . .	 =	 1.9700E+01
INNER RADIUS OF VACUUM SHELL.	 .	 .	 . .	 =	 2.7200E+01
LENGTH OF RIGID PART OF SUPPORT .
	 . .	 =	 2.0000E-02
MARGIN ON MAXIMUM STRESS DURING LAUNCH- 1.1488E: - 00
MARGIN ON SLACK STRAP DURING LAUNCH . = 9.9994E-01
MARGIN ON STRAP THERMAL STRESS . . . = 9.8381E-01
STRUT LENGTH, TUBE LENGTH (PL, TUBEL) =
AXIAL SPACING OF DEWAR SUPPORT RINGS =
STRUT ANGLES (THETA, GAMMA) =
TUBE CROSS SECTION (AREA, INNER DIAM) =
TUBE 1-,ALL TH ICKNESSr R/T RATIO
PRETENSION (ONLY FOR TENSION STRAP ) _
LAUNCH FREQ. MARGINS, (LATERAL, TILT)
LAUNCH FREQ. MARGINS, (AXIAL, TORSIO^0 =
2.2162E+01
7.1287E+01
7.4171E+01
3.0000E-01
0.0000E+00
7.3117E+03
9.9979E-01
1.7072E+00
2.2142E+01
5.0369E+01
O.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
9.8951E-01
1.5177E+00
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Fig. 4.7 Launch Support Conductance
The inflection in the tension band support curve at 110 kg (1698 lb) is due to a
change in which margin requirement designs the supports. 	 Below	 770 kg (1698
lb) the lateral frequency margin is the deigning criteria. 	 Above 770 kg (1698
lb), the tilt frequency margin designs the supports (due to the increasingly
longer helium tank).	 The folded tube data shows it is the optimum support for
launch conditions.	 This analysis, however, is too optimistic for the FTS since
it does not account for radiation heat flow from the outer tube to the ir.-.r
tubes.
(.O1)
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Fig. 4.8 plots the orbit support conductance as a function o f supported weight.
Here, the PODS (cold end only) is the optimum support system. 	 Since the
calculated conductance values in Fig. 4.8 are based on solid conduction heat
transfer only (no radiation), a check was made on the PODS system (cold end) to
see if this assumption was valid. 	 The PODS thermal model was used to calculate
C
functioo of the first vapor
that radiation is negligible
used is valid for the PODS
curve in Fig. 4.9 at — 15K
activity at this temperature
the conduct i on and radiation heat transfer as a
tooled shield temperature, T 1 .	 Note in Fig.	 4.9
below 30K (54P.) so the conduction only assumption
Support system.	 The inflection in the conduction
(27R) is due to the change in slope of S-glass cond
as shown it Fig. 4.11j.
Using the CTS thermal model, analvses show radiation cannot be neglected for the
FTS as indicated by the temperature distributions shown in Fig. 4.11.
	
Note the
temperature goes up from tube 1, 180K (324R), to tube 2, 209K (376R), and then
back down to 125K (225R) at tube 3 showing radiation heat transfer between tubes
is significant.
	 Consequently, the FTS conductance data shown previously in Fig.
4.8 that ignores radiation heat transfer is too optimistic (low).	 Note the
tension band support system conductance in Fig. 4.8 is over an order of
magnitude higher than the optimum system, PODS (cold end only).
The effect of support conductance or, single-stage dewar weight was calculated
using the CkfOP program as shown in Fig. 4.12.
	 Note the PODS system (cold end
only) was the lowest weight; FTS is 4% higher and the tension band dewar weight
is double the PODS dewar weight.	 Also note the PODS system will support a full
helium tank minus the instrument, without shorting thermally. 	 Consequently,
simulated space parasitic heat rates for the supports can be measured in one-g
4-22
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Fig. 4.8 Orbit Support Conductance
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* The f;nal support design shown 1
Fig. 55 .24 will support 600 kg (1
WEI
KC
1'NSION BANDS
*
PODS (COLD END)
FTS
SUPPORTED DRY WEIGHT
(MINUS INSTRUMENT)
WEIGHT STRUTS WILL SUPPORT
BEFORE THERMALLY SHORTING IN ONE-G
NORMALIZED DEWAR WEIGHTS
Fig. 4.12 Comparison of Weight Factors for Support System Candidates
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thermal tests.	 For the FTS, it is marginal whether this type of test could be
performed even with a partially filled tank.
4.3 SUBJECTIVE TRADE STUDIES
Fabrication and assembly costs were estimated per strut for both strut
candidates.	 These estimates assume all the manufacturing processes have been
demonstrated and all required tooling or assembly fixtures are available. 	 The
estimate per strut is based on a total build of 18 struts. No product assurance
hours are included in the estimates. 	 The material costs and hour estimates for
the PODS struts are based on records kept while the engineering model strut was
being fabricated and assembled on the Lockheed Independ?nt Research Program.
The folded tube strut estimate was kept consistent with the PODS numbers where
comparable materials or assembly tasks are used. As can be seen from Table 4.8,
the '.otal cost per strut and the delta are:
FTS
	
$2882
PODS (cold end)	 $2459
e $ 423
The cost differential	 is insignificant compared to total	 program costs.
The steps	 required to install a tank within the Invar vacuum shell	 ring using
the strut supports is given as follows.
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Table 4.8 COMPARISON OF STRUT FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY COSTS (PER STRUT)
FOLDED TUBE PODS	 COLD END ONLY)
Estimated Purchased Material Costs Based on Actual	 Purchased Material	 Costs
($1980) ($1980)
Machined	 Invar Parts, 490 Machined	 Invar, 307
S.S.	 Parts S.S.	 Parts
Rod Ends 700 Rod Ends YOO
F.G.	 Tubes 150 F.G.	 Tube 50
Misc r'O Misc 50
$1390 $1107
ESTIMATED HOURS BASED ON ACTUAL HOURS
Dimensional	 Check 2 Dimensional	 Check 3
Cold Coat Parts 16 Gold Coat Parts 8
Bond Operation 1.5 Bond S-Glass, 4 Times 8
Insulation	 Discs 0.8 Epoxy On-9 Pins, 2 T w-s 2
MLI Wrap 4 Prestress Bond,	 2 Times 4
Bond Operation 1.5 Al Washer Bond, 2 Times 0.5
MLI Wrap 4 Install	 Insulation	 Discs 0.8
Bond Operation 1.5 F.G.	 Tube Bond 1.5
Clearance	 Adj Locknut 2 Outer	 Insulation Wrap 2
Load Test 2 Load Test 2
Vacuum Bakeout 2 Vacuum Bakeout 2
TOTAL HRS/STRUT 37.3 TOTAL HRS/STRUT 33.8
AT $40/HR $1492 AT $40/HR. $1352
TOTAL COST/STRUT $ 2882 TOTAL COSTS/STRUT 2459
G COST PER DEWAR
12(2882-2459) _ $5076
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in
FTS
	
PODS
• Prefit struts to tank and	 • Prefit struts to tank and
vacuum shell (with load gap
	
vacuum shell with "zero"
locked),	 clearance load pins installed.
• Tighten locking nuts.
• Remove struts and reset load
gap.
• Reinstall struts. Check
nonshorting of strut across
the load gap with an ohmeter.
• Tighten locking nuts.
o Remove "zero" clearance load
pins and install flight load
pins.
	 (If access is a problem,
the struts can be removed and
installed one at a time for
this operation.) Check non-
shorting	 between the stern and
the body with an ohmeter.
The analysis, design and fabrication complexity for accepting point loads into the
vacuum shell or tank are cor,narable for either support system.
Installation complexity of multilayer insulation around the struts is the same for
either support candidate. However, vapor cooling the PODS supports is easier than
the FTS because of the restricted access to tubes 2 and 3 of the FTS.
The operational reliability of both su pport systems is comparable since they both
operate in a passive mode with design stress levels set low enough (25% of
ultimate) to preclude fatigue failures.
Therefore, from a cost, fabrication/assembly complexity or reliability viewpoint,
the PODS has a slight but not significant edge.
4-29
f
4.4 SELECTED SUPPORT SYSTEM
The PODS (cold end only) support system has been selected over the FTS system
based on the analyses performed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.	 A summary of the
reasons for this selection are:
•	 lower orbital support conductance
•	 Dewar weight lower by 4%
•	 Orbit performance can be demonstrated in one-g
•	 For lower orbit resonances, PODS heat rate can be decreaser'; FTS
tube #13 is at minimum gage.
•	 PODS geometry is ideal for v,.por cooling.	 Tubes 2 and 3 of FTS
require separate cooling circui*..
•	 Other factors are about egjal:
•	 Cost
•	 Reliability
•	 Effect of point loads on wp ight
•	 Ease of MLI and vapor-cooled shield installation
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Section 5
DEWAR DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
Based on the analyses performed in Sections 3 and 4, a single-stage helium
dewar (with 5 vapor-cooled shields and 12 PODS struts) was selected for
further analysis and design. 	 Initially, some additional system analyses were
performed to further define the dewar design. 	 Using the results of these
analyses, the design was drawn using CADAM, the thermal performance was
analyzed and weights were calculated.
5.1 SYSTEM ANALYSES
Prior to finalizing the dewar design, a number of system analyses were
required to make design choices or to optimize system performance. 	 These
analyses included modeling the system thermal performance; selecting the
optimum vapo r -cooled shield thickness and attachment design to the struts;
analyzing the struts' unique attachment requirements based on system operating
temperature ranges; slzirg the porous plug, vent lir-ts end bun t discs;
selecting the optimum grouria hold concept and selecting the optimum tank and
vacuum shell material and design.
5.1.1 System Thermal Modeling
A thermal nodal network of the dewar was setup for both the ground hold and
orbital	 cases as shown in Figs.	 5.1 and 5.2	 The thermal	 analysis was
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performed using the THERM program. 	 In the figures, R represents conduction
resistors and K radiation resistors.
For the ground hold model, note the PODS supports have both conduction (R1,
R62) and radiation	 (K11, K1?) resistors at the cold end since the design
described later in this section does not short out against the load pins in
The first vapor-cooled shield is shorted (mounted) to the torus tank,
(described later in Section 5.1.5), and consequently runs at 4.2K
Heat sink nodes 31 through 35 represent the heat removed by the
helium vent gas.	 Note the fill line is only shorted to the first
vapor-cooled shield; otherwise, fill with superfluid helium would not be
possible.	 The wire feed throughs are divided into the parallel wire resistors
(R50-R55) and Mylar cone resistors (R90-R95) shown later in Fig. 5.23.
	
The
aperture cover is radiatively coipled to the dewar through resistors K19
(irr,er surface) and K20 through K24 (the ends of the shields viewing each
The orbit case shown in fig. 5.2 is similar to the ground hold case with the
following changes.	 The aperture cover is ejected in orbit so nodes 26-30 (the
flanged ends of the vapor-cooled shields) radiate to deep space.
	 Also, the
first vapor-cooled shield temperature and torus tank are not set at 4.2K
(I.6R) but float.
5. 1.2 Vapor-Cooled Shield Analyses
Three analyses were conducted on the vapo r -cooled shields. The first analysis
determined the minimum thickness requiree,
	
from a thermal	 staitui p .int,
minimize system weight.	 The second analysis determined iT the minimum
thickness required thermally was adequate structurally while the third
analysis calculated the flexure capability required at the shield/strut
attachment point due to differential contractions of the tank, vacuum shell,
struts and vapor-cooled shields.
5.1.2.1 Shield Thickness Analysis.	 Using the orbit thermal model described in
Section 5.1.1, the vapor-cuoled shield thickness was varied parametrically.
The overall dewar heat range did not increase more than 1.7% goinq from 0.5 mm
(0.020 in) thickness down to 0.127 mm (0.005 in). 	 Consequently, from a
thermal	 standpoint, a 0.127 mm (0.005 in) thick vapor-cooled shield is
adequate.
5.1.2.2 Shield Structural Analysis. 	 The vapor shield must carry its own
weight plus the weight of the insulation blanket wrapped on top of it. 	 The
0.121 mm (0.005 in) shield must be stiffened to carry this load.	 The most
efficient deans is to bond an aluminum honeycomb core on one side only (no gas
can be trapped in the cells with this arrangement).
The Face plate is made of 0.127 mm (0.005 in) thick 6063 aluminum and the core
is aluminum honeycomb desianated as 5052/F40-.0013 with a density of 33.7
kg/m 3
 (2.1 lb/ft 3 ).	 There are	 1.3 cells per cm and the gage is 0.033 mm
(0.0013 in).
The loading on the vapor shield is the weight of the shield and the insulation
between two concentric vapor shields.
	
The weight of the thickest layer of
insulation weighs 1.22 kg/m 2 (0.25 lb/ft 2 ).	 A load factor of 10 is to be
carried by the shield.
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For the analysis. the shield is assumed to be loaded by a hydrostatic pressure
rather than the gravity loading of the shield and insulation blanket. 	 This is
slightly conservative approach which allows	 A. simplified analysis.	 T!ie
dimensions are that of the outermost shell: 1.32 m (52 in) diameter and 2.32 m
(91.5 in) length. 	 The PANDA code was used to investigate the effect of the
height of the honeycomb core on the buckling pressure.
In the first analysis, the faceplate/honeycomb combination was treated as a
shell wall consisting of two homogeneous layers.	 In this case, the honeycomb
modulus was taken as 4.5 x 10 8 N/m 2 (65000 psi), in accordance with the 1981
revision of the publication "Mechanical Properties of 	 Hexcel Honeycomb
Materials, T58120".	 The following table gives results from this series of
analyses:
Skin	 Thickness Core Height
win	 (in) cm	 (in)
0.13	 (0.005) 0.64 (0.25)
0.13	 (0.005) 0.89 (0.35)
0.13	 (0.005) 1.3 (0.5)
0.25 (0.010)	 0.64 (0.25)
Loading	 Buckling Pressure
	
N/m 2 (psi^ 	 N;m (psi)
	175 (0 2 4)	 3,700 (0.537) [1,5]
	
183 (0.0266)	 7,500 (1.087) [1,5)
	
196 (0.0284)	 16,200 (2.351) [1,4]
	
210 (0.0304)	 4.600 (0.665) [1,5]
In the above table, the "Loading" is the combined weight of the shield and
insulation blanket.	 The buckling pressure is the general instability pressure
and the numbers within the brackets give the axial and circ--irerential numbers
of buckling waves.	 The table seems to indicate a substantial margin between
the buckling pressure and the applied loading (37001175=21) in the first case,
for example), but we have to remember that the honeycomb is treated as a
homogeneou: layer and not as a structure built up of very thin elates,
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im
unsupported on one edge. 	 To make an assessment of the local buckling modes, a
second series of PANDA analyses were made as follows.
The honeycomb was modeled as
apart	 (1.3 spaces per cm,
results, not a hexagonal as
conservative; there is a sma
honeycomb, and the "ring" and
other at their intersections.
in the following table:
"rings" and "strinyers" spaced 0.76 cm (0.3 in)
as in the honeycomb). Thus, a square pattern
in the honeycomb.	 The ring/stringer model is
ller amount of stiffening material than in the
"stringer" stiffeners are not attached to each
The results obtained in this analysis are listed
Skin Thickness
	 Core Height	 Loading	 Buckling Pressure
mm (in)	 cm (in)	 N/m2 (psi)	 N/mz (psi)
0.13 ( 0 .005)	 0.64 (0.25)	 175 (0.0254)	 515 (0.0747), ring
buckling, n=272
Here the "rin g " part of the honeycomb buckles
	
(or rolls) at a much lower load
than the general instability load found for the two-layer shell model discussed
above.	 (General instability loads for the ring/stringer model was 2455 N/m2
(0.355 psi).	 These loans are lower than the corresponding loads for the
two-layer skin model; this is so because of the smaller amount of stiffening in
the square stiffener patt-rn.) 	 The 272 waves correspond to a wave length of
0.76 cm (0.3 in), which is the same as the spacing of the rings.
	 The actual
honeycomb material, with its shorter unsupported plate lengths, must have a
higher buckling load than the ore given in the table above.
To summarize: the above-described analyses indicate that the vapor shield with
a 0.13 mm (0.005 in) face and a 0.64 cm (0.25 in) high honeycomb core will
survive a 10-g loading with an extra margin of 515/115=2.9.
5-7
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5. 1.2.3	 Shield Attachment Analysis.	 Since the vapor-cooled shields are
supported off the 12 PODS struts, it is important they do no exert enough force
on the struts to thermally short out the load pies in orbit. 	 This load can
develop due to the different contraction values for the vacuum shell, struts,
tank and the vapor-cooled shields as the temperatures change from ground hold
values to orbit values.	 Worst case mismatch values between the strut and the
vapor-cooled shield were calculated to be, for a T H = 200K (360R) case:
Radial
Axial
Circumferential
A Movement
inn (i n )
0.89 (0.035)
0.48 (0.019) 1
0.13 (0.005) 1
Based on the
selected design
shown later in
Fig. 5.22
These values require an attachment design that permits this amount of movement
by either shield deflection or attachment deflection.
5.1.3 Support System Analyses
I n order to prevent the PODS support system from thermally shorting out in
orbit, the six supports attached to the tank and the six supports attached to
the instrument flange support must either:
1. Be allowed to move independently of each other in the axial
direction as the tank and instrument cooldown to < 2K (< 3.6R)
and the vacuum shell temperature fluctuates in orbit; or
2. The strut spacing between the six pairs of struts must be set
so the forced change in length of a strut is < 0.13 mm (<
0.005 in) with the primary tank and instrument structurally
joined.
In
I
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Six supports can be used to independently support the primary tank and another
six struts support the instrument as long as the six attach points are in a
common plane. Six supports provide a statically determinate support system but
the tilt loads can be higher than when the tank and experiment are tied
together structurally, i.e., the first alternative requires the use of a
mechanical link between the tank and instrument such that axial movement can
occur but lateral movement is restricted. 	 A linear ball bushing or scissors
links satisfies this requirement although there are questions whetiier the links
would be stiff enough in the lateral direction and whether cryodeposits might
freeze the linkage and prevent movement.	 The magnitude of the required
movement is set by the axial spacing of the six pairs of st ruts, i.e., 0.086 cm
(0.034 in) for a typical spacing of 1.3 m (52.8 in).
The second alternative requires setting the strut spacing, L S , such that ;hP
forced change in length of the strut is ; 0.13 mm (< 0.005 in). 	 Figs. 5.3, 5.4
and 5.5 illustrate in three different views how the pinned end struts move when
both the tank and the vacuum shell temperatures are reduced. 	 The movements are
artificially divided along separate axes for each effect, i.e., tank shrinkage,
strut shrinkage, and vacuum jacket shrinkage, to better illustrate how the
movements were calculated.	 In actuality, this movement occurs simultaneously.
For tank cooldown, the "thermal null" point occurs when:
LS/2 (eL/ L ) = BC + CD
where
•	 LS/2 is defined in Fig. 5.3
•	 A L/L is the unit change in length of aluminum goinq
from 300 to 2K (540 to MR)
•	 Lengths BC and CD are defined in Fig. 5.3
w
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l
For vacuum shell cooldown (after the tank and instrument are at 2K (3.6R)), the
"thermal null" point occurs when:
LS/2 (AL/L) =BC+CD+EF+FH-ED
where lengths EF, FH and ED are defined in Fig. 5.3.
The thermal null value for LS was calculated and plotted vs. the vacuum shell
temperature in Fig. 5-6.
An average value of LS was then chosen,
forced change in strut length as the
93.6 cm (36.85 in) that minimized the
Invar vacuum shell temperature changed
over a typical range in orbit.
	
Note in Fig. 5.7 the forced change in strut
length over the vacuum jacket temperature ran ge of 100 to 250K (180 to 450R)
never exceeded 0.044 mm (0.0011 in), well within the allowable limits of 0.127
mm (0.005 in). Also note th-- LS value can be varied slightly without affecting
the forced strut length change significantly.
A PANDA/DEWAR run was performed using the selected LS value of 93.6 cm (36.85
in) as shown in Table 5.1. 	 The orbit conductance value was increased 63% over
a system where L- was allowed to optimize based on structural and resonance
considerations only.	 If the helium tank configuration was changed to a toroid
surrounding the instrument, this orbit increase would be mu:h less because the
tilt frequency margins are sizing the supports (Table 5.1) due to the long,
narrow design.	 A dewar with a toroidal tank is 40% shorter than the current
design.)
The prelaunch conductance drops to near the orbital value (depending on TH)
because the larger S-glass strands can now support the fully loaded tank and
5-13
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instrument without thermally shorting out the load pins.
	
(For purposes of
optimizing the fiberglass tube dimensions for launch. the PANDA-DEWAR program
assumes the load pins are shorted; consequently, the launra conductance value
shown to Table 5.1 is correct for launch but not for prelaunch ground hold.)
Since the orbit heat leak for the vapor cooled struts with the selected LS
value is currently 3.1 mW, this amounts to a 1.2 mW increase over supports
where LS is allowed to optimize (a 5% increase in the total heat rate, not a
significant change).
	
Consequently, this method of support (Invar vacuum ring
plus a thermal null value of LS) was selected over the use of linear ball
bushings or scissor linkages, because it is completely passive requiring no
moving parts and has a minimal thermal impact.
During the dewar development program, accurate thermal contraction data will be
obtained on assembled struts, invar and aluminum to set an accurate value of
LS.
5.1.4 Plumbing Analyses
Sizing ena'	 v were performed on the porous plug. vent line and burst discs.
5.1.4.1 Porous Plug Sizing. The porous plug waS sized based on ?'Ie test data
obtained by Lockheed [5.1] and shown in Fig. 5.8.
The helium vent rate for this dewar is -- 9 cc/sec (0.06 in 3/sec).	 It is
desired to keep the pressure drop across the plug down to < 1.0 torr (0.02 psi)
so the flow area has to be increased (using a safety factor of 10) to
5-16
10 ( 9 cccsec ) 1.27 cm 2 = 45.7 cm2 (7.1 in2i
2.5
or a diameter of 7.6 cm (3.0 in).
0	 '0.05	 (O.1)
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Fig. 5.8 Porous Plug Test Data
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5.1.4.2 Vent Line Sizing. The vent line size was optimized for a helium dewar
temperature of 1.73K (3.11R) using the PRESS program as shown in Table 5.2.
Rote the line diameters for shields 4 and 5 are larger than the honeycomb
thickness of the shield, G.64 cm (0.25 in).
	 Consequently, elliptical or
rectangular tubing of an equivalent area is required for these shields to
pre-ent the tubing from protruding beyond the shield.
Table 5.2 OPTIMIZED VENT LINE DIAMETERS
Line
Temp,
K	 (R)
Length,
M	 (in)
Diameter,
cm	 (in)
From Tank to Shield	 1 2 (3.6) 0.76 (30) 0.32 (0.13)
to
22 (40)
Shield 1 Circumference 22 (40) 3.23 (127) 0.32 (0.13)
Shield 2 Circumference 40 (72) 3.38 (133) 0.32 (0.13)
Shield 3 Circumference 65 (117) 3.56 (140) 0.64 (0.25)
Shield 4 Circumference 101 (182) 3.81 (150) 0.95 (0.37)
Shield 5 Circumference 147 (265) 4.01 (158) 0.95 (i-.37)
Shield 5 to External	 Vent 147 (265) 0.46 (18) 0.95 (0.37)
to
200 (360)
Total Length: 19.2 (756)
NOTE: Tank temperature is 1.73 0 K (3.11R); tank pressure is
9.4 Torr (0.18 psi); pressure drop across porous plug
is 1 Torr (0.02 psi)
5.1.4.3	 Burst Disc Sizing.	 An extreme emergency condition was postal--:ed
where the vacuum shell i_ punctured and air is rapidly solidifying on the
4
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superfluid helium tank and instrument shr.,ud and on the normal helium torus
tank and first vapor cooled shield. 	 The heat rate to each tank was taken from
Fig. 5.9 [5.2] based on their respective surface areas.	 The "Cryostat with
MLI" curve was used.
A-ea	 Max. Heat Rate
m2 (ft')	 I	 W (Btu/hr)
Superfluid tank plus	 19.5 (210)	 3,000 (375,000)
instrument shroud
Torus tank plus first	 23.9 (257)	 140,000 (475,000)
vapor cooled shield
Since the heat rates were about equal, calculations of the required burst disc
diameter were made using the PRESS program for only the higher value . 	 The
diameter is plotted as a function of the tank pressure in Fig. 5.10.
This calculation assumes the helium is dumped directly into the instrument
cavity.	 A burst disc on the vacuum shell Invar ring then dumps the helium
outside the dewar.	 The gas couldn't be routed directly out of the dewar
because the line sizes were getting so large the orbit heat rates down the
lines became excessive.
For the torus tank, a burst disc diameter of 5.1 cm (2.0 in) was selected. For
the primary tank, the burst disc should be larger because air will also he
solidifying on an instrument of unknown area that is conductively coupled to
the tank. The primary tank burst disc diameter was arbitrarily doubled to 10.2
cm (4.0 in) to account for the instrument.
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5.1.5 Ground Hold Analyses
Once the single stage helium dewar is installed in the Orbiter and loaded with
superfluid helium, it is desirable, from an Orbiter servicing point of view,
nut to require further dewar servicing. From the Orbiter timelines, it appears
desirable to have greater than a 10-day prelaunch hold capability for the dewar
(although servicing up to a day prior to launch is feasible).
To see what ground hold capability the reference subatmospheric pressure
superfluid helium dewar has, a calculation was made on the time it take° for
the nonvented tank temperature to rise, from 1.72 tv 2.OK (3.1 to 3.6R). 	 From
Table 5.3, the maAimum allowable ground hold time is 0.6 days.
Table 5.3 COMPARISON OF GROUND HOLD METHODS
Ground Q^
Mold	 Time DRBQ	 IT Added Melght
Without
Servicing Superfluld
(Dewar or
Flight
No.; Concept (Days) Mellum	 Tank
I	
Equipment) Comments
Ref l Mold	 Supers uid 0.6(1) 65
---
This method	 Is
Helium Tank	 Non- unaccept-ble
.tinted unless	 ground
hold	 times	 are
kept	 very	 snort.
1	 Add	 Normal	 Helium, 12 0.13(3) 3.5
	 LMe The	 helium	 tank
Helium	 Tank	 for I 4.3
	 Torus can be	 sited	 for
Groun! Mold Cooling 1.0	 p lumbing any ground	 hold
(see	 Fig.	 5.1;) Kg	 9 Tb) period.	 Minimal
shuttle
	
Inter-
faces.
2	 1	 Shuttle As	 long	 as 1.3(4) 24.5	 pump( 5 ) The on-board
Onboard required 2.0 Controls	 Ipumping system
pumping (1) 1.5	 p lumbing requires	 powe
System 2^0 Sub arts from the Orbiter
(See	 Fig.	 5.11) during pr.launch;K33 0	 g	 (73 lb)
line
	 separation
system for	 ",e
flyer	 mission
(operates
	
only
I	 I I
during prelaunch).
MOTES
(1) For a temperature rise of 1.73K to 2.0K (3.111 to 3.6R)
(2) The ]round hold period can be extended with an equivalert 1cSS of orbital life as
shown.
(3) The first va^er-cooled shie l d Is shorted to the torus tank; consequently, the heat
rate !:.to the primary tank is eiltren* l y low due to the 4.2% (7.614) boundary. V io,
the p00S su pports are not shorted out In one-9
(4) The higher heat rate Is due to the flgher .arum boundary temperature of 300k (SIQFI) as
compared to orbit.
(5) leybotd Heraeus 01A pump.
t
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Since holding the tank non-vented did not provide an adequate ground hold time,
two other ground hold concepts were examined.
5.1.5.1 Concept 1: Normal Helium Tank.	 To extend the ground hold period and
reduce the orbit weight penalty, a one atmosphere pressure, 4.2K (7.6R) helium
torus tank plus one additional valve was added to the dewar as shown in Fig.
5.11.	 The tank is thermally shorted to the first vapor cooled shield to
intercept the gro-ind hold parasitic heat load. 	 During ground hold, the normal
helium vapor is vented through all of the vapor cooled shields.
	 The tank can
be located inside the 1.7K (3.1R) enclosure because the radiation heat transfer
is negligible between the torus and the superfluid helium tank. 	 The
subatmospheric pressure superfluid helium tank is non-vented during ground
hold. Table 5.3 shows the added bottle, helium and plumbing weight, 8.8 kg (19
lb), for a 12-day prelaunch ground hold.
5.1.5.2	 Concept 2: Onboard Pumping System. 	 To keep the superfluid helium
tank at 1.7K (3.1R), a pumping system is located onboard the Orbiter to
maintain the appropriate low pressure in the tank as shown in Fig. 5.11.
	
The
pumping system fl o es with the Orbiter but is operated only during the prelaunch 	 i
phase.	 In orbit, the dewar vent line is separated from the pumping syste,.
prior to dewar ejection from the cargo bay; the pumping system remains in the
Orbiter. This system nas a higher heat rate into the superfluid helium tank by
a factor of 10 over Conce,,t 1, and the added system weight is higher, 33 kg (73
lb)	 vs. 8.8 kq (19 lb).	 For orbital	 altitudes higher than the Orbiter
	 is
capable of achieving,	 i.e., requ,ring the use of the IUS, the added dewar
weight becomes more important. 	 Comparison of Concepts l and 2 shows Concept 2
is 4.3 ky (9.5 lb) lighter.
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	Concept 1	 5.3 kg	 (11.7 lb)	 (tank, plumbing)
	
Concept 2	 1.n kg	 2.2 lb	 (one valve)
	
A	 4.3 kg	 ( 9.5 lh)
5.1.5.3	 Selected Concept.	 Concept 1 has been selected for the reference
design for the following reasons:
1. A nonvented tank without cooling or pumping does not provide
adequate ground held times with acceptable weight penalties.
2. Concept 1 is lighter by — 24 kg (53 lb), has a lower heat
rate into the superfluid tank by a factor of 10 and has
simpler orbiter interfaces than Concept 2.
3. The slight dewar weight advantage for Concept 2. 4 kg (8.8
lb), at higher orbital altitudes is not significant enough to
justify selection of Concept 2.
5.1.E Vacuum Shell Maiysis
The vacuum shell is divided into four parts: 	 1) tree center invar ring to which
the 12 P0;1S supports are attached; 2) the aft r;`in0rer/dome; :3 1 the forward
cylinder; and 4) the aperture cover. 	 Analyse,, wtrc performed on the
cylinder/dome and cylindrical sections o 	 etc- M• ne which material should be
used and the ring and membrane dim - icns required. 	 The required 5ucklinq
pressure capaLi l i ty of the shell i- 	 e t. at
1.03 x 10 5 N/m 2 (1.5) 11 (0.7) = 2.21 x 10 5 N/m2
oi•
(15 psi) (1.5)/(0.7) = 32 psi
where 1.5 is a safety fa for and 0.7 is a knockdown factor , to account for
manufacturing imperfections.
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VIEW OF
45° SEGMENT
0.73M (2 .7 IN)
45° MODEL
YLINDER
'+ rs U C KL E
Of the two cylindrical segments, the longer une (cylinder only) is the buckling-
critical one. A preliminary analysis (Baruch-Singer) indicated that this
cylinder buckles in 4 circumferential waves. Based on this, a STAGS model was
set up and subjected to a bifurcation buckling analysis. Figure 5.12 shows the
STAGS model and the buckling mode shape.
Fig. 5.12 Vacuum Shell Buckling Mode Shape
A weight analysis was then performed on the cylinder only section for Irvar, 6A1
U titanium and 6061 aluminum. Using PANDA, '.he buckling pressure was set at
5-25
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1.03 x 10 5 N/m 2 (32 psi) in a general instability mode with four circumferential
waves. The ring thickness was set and the ring spacing was varied. The optimum
ring height, membrane thickness and cylinder weight was calculated and plotted
in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14. 	 Note a substantial weight penalty is incurred going to
an all Invar shell.
The aluminum vacuum shell is the lightest weight and is also the lowest cost
shell to build.	 Consequently, a design concept was developed where an Invar
flange transitions into an aluminum vacuum shell as shown in Fig. 5.15.
A simplified model with a symmetry plane replacing the ring is shown in Fig.
5.16.	 Versions of this model were used for preliminary analyses of the joint.
The joint is fabricated at 300K (5408), and subsequently baked out at 350K
(630R) and cooled to 100K (180R) in orbit. 	 The worst case is the cooling.
During the cooling, the aluminum contracts in the radial d i rection about 1.25 cm
(0.1 in) while the Im.-ar section only wants to contract some 0.06 cm (0.025 in).
But the twain must meet, so forces are applied which create stresses. 	 There is
no way to avoid these stresses by beefing up the material, a thickness increase
in one material will result in a stress increase in the other.
There are two stress problemF ^n the joint which are addressed here.
Assuming that the bond between the Invar and aluminum is intact, the structure
behaves as a shell structure with variabl y thickness layered skin (the skin is
layered	 Invar-aluminum-Invar in the joint area). 	 iris prob l em is solved by
thin-shell	 analysis, in this -ase with the help of the STAGS finite element
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Fig. 5.14 Vacuum Jacket Dimensions
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code.	 The STAGS stress model configuidtion is shown in Fig. 5.16a.	 Fig. 10.4
gives the thermal contraction; values.
The problem of forces, particularly peeling or normal forces in the bond layer,
is a particularly dif f icult problem, since the strength of the bond in peel is
not a well-defined quantity.	 The approach here is to minimize the peel forces
at the edge of the joint as much as possible. 	 The analysis of this problem is
most accurately made with a three-dimensional finite element code, but this is
time-consuming and expensive. The peel force analysis used here employs a novel
approach, again with the aid of STAGS.
	
The invar section is modeled as a
continuous layer, as shown in Fig.	 5.16b.	 The thickness is the combined
thickness of the face plates of the stress model.	 The centerline of the Invar
section is tied to the centerline of the aluminum section withhin the bond area.
In this model, the overall	 stiffness of the joint is somewhat underestimated,
while the stiffness of the individual Invar overlaps is overestimated. 	 The
normal forces between the two shells are computed as equilitrium forces in the
STAGS code.	 Due to the design of the model, these forces are probably
over-estimated somewhat, but this is not of much concern, since we only want to
study their distribution in different geometry models.	 (A more exact analysis
could be had if the two shell segments were defined as eccentric to each
other.)
Iwo different versions of the j^int were analyzed, one with the Invar
thicknesses varying as shown in Fig. 5.11	 (thick joint) and one with the Invar
thickness varying as shown in Fig. 5.18 (thin joint).	 From the results shown in
Figs. 5.11 and 5.18, the maxir,um stresses for the two rases are:
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0.14
------------ i--------
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0.86
5.1 x 108 	74
2.3 x 108 i 40
6.54
----------- I -------
2.6 x IOQ
	38
2.5 x 108
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As can be seen, neither joint is acceptable; in both cases, the yield strength
is exceeded in both materials.
Titanium has thermal expansion properties part way between Invar and aluminum as
shown in Fig. 10.4 plus a much higher yield strength than either material, as
shown in Table 10.1.
	 Consequently, a new joint configuration, shown in Fig.
5.19, was analyzed that consists of a short titanium flange section and a bonded
titanium to aluninum joint.
Fig. 5.19 Vacuum Jacket, Titanium/Aluminum Joint
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N/m2	 KSI
1.4 x 108	(20)
< I x 108	(<14)
Titanium
Inver
The short titanium section mores the joint way from the stressed Inver /
titanium seal area.
	 In the seal area, the maximum temperature induced stresses
in the mating Inver/titanium flanges are on the order of:
weli within their elastic limits.
At the bonded titanium/Invar joint, the maximum stresses are (ratioed from the
invar/alumirrim data based on the lower differential expansion values):
Thick Joint
	
Thin Joint
Ma ter ia!
	
N/m 2	i (KSI)	 I	 N/m 2	 I (KSI)
•
6A1 4V Titanium
Applied 1.8 x 108 26 2.5 x 108 36
Yield 8.2 x	 10	
I
128 8.2 x 10 120
Ratio	 (Yield/Appl.) 4.9 3.6
------------------------
6061-T6 Aluminum
------------ I-- ------ -
Applied 1.4 x 108 20 1.2 x 108 18
Yield 2.5 x 108 36 2.5 x 108 36
Ratio
	
(Yield/Appl.) 1.8
1
2.0
1
Ratioing the values is not quite accurate since titanium's modulus is 20% lower
than Invar's, but the conclusion reached about the joint acceptability is valid
because of the large margin of applied to yield stresses.
	 Again, the stresses
are within the elastic limits for both the titanium and the aluminum.
5--,3
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The bond force model shown previously in Fig. 5.:6b yielded the results shown in
Fig. 5.20 for the lnvar.al:nainum joint.	 These analyses were completed before
the titanium/a iminum bond joint was selected and represents a mere severe case
than the selected design.	 Since the forces in the Invar/aluminum thin joint
design appear to be reasonable, the analyses were not repeated for the titanium/
aluminum bond joint since the differential te+nperature-induced stress is less.
Three models were analvzed: two "thick" ones (one with coarse and one with fine
mesh), and one "thin".	 Fig. 5.20a and b gives the force distribution in the
"thick" models.	 The forces it-presented in the figure are the normal forces
applied to the node points. We see that the total force in the two cases is the
same and the distribution similar: uniform in the interior (note that the force
per unit area is the same) and spikes at the discontinuities in thickness.	 Of
interest is the sp ike at the end of the joint, 36 N (8.06 lhf) and 34 N (1.63
lbf).	 This spike is the peeling force that tries to open the end of the joint.
Note that this spike is practically identical in the two models. This indicates
that the spacing is too coarse, even in the fine model, to define the force
variation in the edge zone; all we can say	 there is a rapid increase of
peeling torte at the end of the joint.
The analysis of the "thin" joint (Fig. 5.20c) yields a mach smaller spike; the
total force on the edge node is less than three times the force on interior
nodes. compared to almost nine times in the "thick" model. Since peel strengths
of typical epoxy adhesives are on the order of 35 N/cm (20 lb/in), only the thin
ioint aooears to he a safe design.
SHOWN BELOW ARE FORCES DEVELOPED BETWEEN FINITE ELEMENTS
REPRESENTING THE INVAR AND ALUMINUM PARTS OF THE JOINT.
a) THICK INVAR PARTS, COARSE MODEL
0) THICK INVAR PARTS, FINE MODEL
c) THIN INVAR PARTS, FINE MODEL
a.1S
	
t 	 { INVAR
	
ALUMINUM
t1.5)
	
(0106`
I	 I	 1	 I 
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Fig. 5.20 Vacuum Jacket, Invar/Aluminum Joint Bond Forces,
Thick and Thin Joints
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Peel Force at Joint End
	
N/cm	 (lbf/in)
Thick Joint	 28.0	 (15.2)
Thin Joint	 5.7	 ( 3.2)
The ideal situr*ion would be if the edge node force is one half of the interior
node force, then the p"' I ng forces would be uniform in the entire joint. 	 With	 i
a more gradual change in thickness than the two-step configurations used here,
it should be possible to come close to this ideal. 	 Consequently, a thin joint
i
design with a smooth taper was selected for the titanium/aluminum joint. 	 !
5.1.7 Tank Analyses
The helium tank configuration is shown later in Fig. 5.23. The tank is designed
by a variety of loading conditions:
External pressure, -1 x 10 5 N/m 2 (-15 psi) operating
Internal pressure, 4.1 x 10 5 N/m 2 (60 psi) operating
Accelerations, 1 0 "g" axial, radial
Of the two pressure loadings, the external pressure is the worst condition. 	 An
initial design was selected by comparison with the vacuum shell discussed in
Section 5.1.6.	 This design was analyzed in the same fashion as the vacuum
shell. The results are shown on the next page.
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RING-STIFFENED CYLINDER
M J
i
Cylinder Ring Ring Ring Buckling
Weight Thickness Spacing Thickness Height Pressure
kg (lb) cm	 (in) cm	 (in) cm (in) cm	 (in) N/m2 (psi)
12.4 (27.3) 0.14	 (0.055) 7.6	 (3.0) 0.38 (0.15) 0.79	 (0.31) 2.2x105 (32) (n=6)"
13.3 (29.3) 0.16	 (0. 1'.,3) 10.2	 (4.0) 0.38 (0.15) 0.81	 (0.32) 2.2x105 (32) (n=6)
14.1 (31.1) 0.18	 (0.070) 12.7	 (5.0) 0.38 (0.15) O.b6	 (0.34) 2.2x105 (32) (n=6)
14.9 (32.9) 0.19	 (0.076) 15.2	 (6.0) 0.38 (0.15) 0.89	 (0.35) 2.2x105 (32) (n=6)
* Selected design
The end dome thickness is 0.28 cm (0.110 in).
5.2 DEWAR LAYOUT
Using the results of the analyses obtained in Section 5.1 plus the plumbing
schematic in Fig. 5.21, the dewar preliminary design was developed on CADAM. 	 Fig.
5.22 provides the overall dewar layout, while Figs. 5.23 through 5.26 provide
details of the design. Dewar characteristics are summarized in Table 5.4.
A description of key features of the design and assembly sequences are discussed
first followed by a typical operational sequence.	 Refer back to these figures and
table while reading the following material.
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Fig. 5.21 Dewar Plumbing Schematic
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1.73K (3.11R)
9.4 Torr (0.18 psi)
6061-T6 Aluminum
1.0 m3 (35.3 ft3)
4%
0.28 cm (0.110 in)
0.14 cm (0.055 in)
0.38x0.79x 7.6 cm
(0.15 x 0.31 x 3.0 in)
3.2 mW (0.01 Btu/hr)
0.0009 K/day (0.0016 R/da_,)
> 3 years
Table 5.4 DEWAR DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
I
1. SUPERFLUID HELIUM TANK
Temperature:
Operating Pressure:
Material:
Volume:
I!11 age:
Dome Thickness:
Cylinder Thickness:
Ring Thickness x
Height x Spacing:
Ground Hold .i?at Rate:
Temperature Rise Rate
(Ground Hold):
Orbit Lifetime:
2. NORMAL HELIUM TORUS TANK
Temperature:
Operating Pressure:
Material:
Volume:
Ullage:
Thickness:
Ground Hold Lifetime:
4.2K (7.6R)
760 Torr (14.7 psi)
6061-T6 Aluminum
0.026 m3 (0.92 ft3)
4%
0.15 cm (0.061 in)
11.1 days
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Table 5.4 (continued)
3. VAPOR-COOLED SHIELDS (5 ea)
Face Sheet:	 6063 Aluminum, 0.013 cm (0.005 in)
Honeycomb:	
-D052/F40 - 0.0013 Aluminum,
33.7 kg/m 3
 (2.1 lb/ft3)
Shield Locations:
	
(X/XTOTAL) 0.12,0.25,0.40,0.51,0.78
4. INSULATION
Radiation Shields:
	
Double Aluminized Mylar
Spacer:	 Silk Net (2 ea)
Thickness:	 18.4 cm (7.25 in)
Layers/cm:	 14
Bulk Density:	 30.8 kg/m 3 (1.92 lb/ft3)
I
5. PODS SUPPORTS (12 EA)
Rod End to Rod End Length:
Fiberglass Tube Length:
Fiberglass Wall Thickness:
Fiberglass Tube ID:
Area of on S-Glass Strand:
Length of S-Glass Strand:
Weight Supported Before
Support's Short:
M
44.7 cm (17.6 in)
31.0 cm (12.2 in)
0.107 cm (0.042 in)
2.5 cm (1.0 in)
5.1 x 10 3 cm 2 (7.96 x 10- 4 in2)
4.6 cm (1.82 inn)
600 kg (1322 lb)
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Table 5.4 (continued)
6, VACUUM SHELL (4 SECTIONS)
Aft Dome/Cylinder
• Material:
• Dome Thickness:
• Cylinder Thickness:
• Ring Thickness x Height
x Spacing:
Center Cylinder
• Material:
• Thickness:
Forward Cylinder
•a erg-
• Cylinder Thickness:
• Ring Thickness x Height
x Spacing:
Aperture Cover
• Dome Thickness:
6A14V Titanium Flange,
6061-T6 Aluminum Cylinder/Dome
0.36 cm (0.14 in)
0.17 cm (0.067 in)
0.64x 1.57 x8.3 cm
(0.25 x 0.62 x 3.26 in)
Invar
0.25 cm (0.10 in)
6A14V Titanium
Flange, 6061-TF Aluminum
0.17 cm (0.067 in)
0.64 x 1.57 x 8.3 cm
(0.25 x 0..62 x 3.26 in)
6061-T6 Aluminum
0.36 cm (0.14 in)
7. PLUMBING COMPONENTS
Diameter Pressure	 i	 erentia
Burst Discs cm in N/m2	 osia
D 1 1. 0.5 1.7	 x	 101
BD 2 1.3 (0.5) 1.7	 x	 10
5
	(25)
'_'D 3 10.0 (4.0) 2.4	 x	 10 5	(35)
BD 4 5.0 (2.0) 2.4	 x	 10 5	(35)
BD 5 1.3 (0.5) 1.4	 x	 10 5	(20)
BD 6 1.3 (0.5) 1.4	 x	 10 5	(20)
BD 7 10.0 4.0 2.1 x 105	 91	 _
7176`5-f a	 ves
RA V1 Tank fill, motor driven	 (cold)
RA V2 Torus fill, motor	 driven	 (cold)
RA V3 Tank vent, motor driven	 (cold)
V4 Tank vent, manual,	 vac jacketed
V5 Tank fill, manual,	 vac jacketed
VV6 Vacuum shell evacuate/relief
PV7 Fill line evacuate
	
in	 orbit,	 pyro,
	 NC
Relief Valves ressure i	 eren to
in ps
RV 1 1.4 x
RV 2 1.4	 x 10 5 ,	 20
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Table 5.4 (continued)
7. PLUMBING COMPONENTS (continued)
Line Mat'l
Diameter
cm	 in
Wall
Thickness *
cm	 in
Length**
m	 to
F ill 321 SS .64 1 4 .015 .0 0.16 30
Primary Tank	 to	 1st	 Shield 321 SS .32 1/8 .015 006 0.16
1st Shield 6061 Al .32 ^1/8^ .015 ^:006^ 3.23
^ 30 ^
127
2nd Shield 6061 Al .32 (1/8) .015 (.006) 3.38 (133)
3rd Shield 6061 Al .64 (1/4) .015 (.006) 3.56 (140)
4th Shield 6061 Al .95 (3/8) .020 (.008) 3.81 (150)
5th Shield 6061 Al .95 (3/8) .020 (.008) 4.01 (158)
5th Shield to Vent 321 SS .95 (3/8) , .020 (.008)1 0.46 ( 181
* 321 Stainless Steel transition sections between shields
** 6061 Aluminum tubing length
Porous pug -
7.6 cm (3.0 in) diameter
•4
I
4
8. INSTRUMENTATION
Sensor Type Oty Location Range
Mass Flow Meter 1 Vent	 line exit Up to 50 g/hr
0.1
	
lb/hr
Differential	 Chromel- 5 Tank-instrument 0-0.5K
Constantan	 T.C. fill	 line
^ 0-0^ 9R ^
0-200K	 0-3 OR
T Germanium 2 Porous	 Plug 1.5-3K	 (2.7-5.4R)
e
m Germanium 3 Main	 Tank 1.5-3K	 (2.1-5.4R)
P
e Germanium 2 Torus Tank 3-6K	 (5.4-10.8R)
r
a P'atinum 10 Vapor-cooled 15-300K	 (27-540R)
t shields	 and
u supports
r
e Platinum 5 Vacuum shell	 b 100-250K	 (180-450R)
flow meter
Open	 Circuit 12 Struts 0	 or	 infinite
resistanc e
Ion	 Pump	 (pres sure) 1 Vacuum	 Shell 10-4 to	 10- 8 Torr
Accelerometers 3 Instrument ---
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Table 5.4 (continued)
8. INSTRUMENTATION (continued)
NUMBER OF WIRE FEED THROUGH LEADS
Manganin Wires
Gage
Coaxial
Wires
	 #40	 #32	 #24
Instrument
	 400
	 200	 40	 10
Valves
	 6
Instrumentation	 ---	 104	 ---	 4
Cross-sectional Area
(per wire)
Material
	
m 2	 I	 (in2)
Coaxial Wires
• Sheath	 304 SS
•	 Insulator	 Teflon
• Wire
	 304 SS
Manganin
	
4.1 x 10-8
	
6.3 x 10-5
	
3 x 10-8
	
4.7 x 10-5
	
2 x 10-9
	
3.1 x 10-6
k u
• 040
	 Manganin	 (	 5 x 10- 9	 I	 7.5 x 10-6
• #32	 Manganin	 I	 3.2 x 10- 8 	 I	 5 x 10-5
• #24	 Manganin	 I	 2 x 10- 7
	3.2 x 10-4
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5.2.1 Design Features
The large superfluid helium tank shown in Fig. 5.22 maintains the instrument
at < 2K (< 3.6R) for the required three-year orbit lifetime. 	 The instrument
is thermally connected and mounted to the tank through an aluminum barrel
extension and mounting flange.
	 The smaller normal helium torus tank, mounted
off the first vapor-cooled shield, is used to minimize the ground hold heat
rate so the servicing interval in the Orbiter can be extended to 11.1 days;
that is, under a normal launch sequence, no servicing is required once the
dewar is located inside the cargo bay. 	 The vented normal helium from the
torus tank (ground hold) or the vented superfluid helium from the primary tank
(orbit) is routed around the circumference of five vapor-cooled shields in
series starting at the inner shield; the vented gas is passed througi) a flow
meter and then exits through a thrust nullifier nozzle. Multilayer insulation
is interspersed between the shields.
The vapor-cooled shield consists of a thin aluminum sheet epoxy bonded to
aluminum honeycomb on one side.
	 The shields are Ittached to the supports in
multiple sections using indium coated screws and nuts as shown in Fig. 5.25,
Details G, H, and J. The corrugation and slots shown around the strut permits
the axial and circumferential movement required of the vapo r -coolej shields
during temperature changes to prevent shorting of the struts.
	 Diaphragm
action of the thin sheet p l us corrugations around the strut allows the
required radial movement.
Ii
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The tank and instrument are supported off the vacuum shell with 12 POD'
supports, six each end as shown in Figs. 5.22 and 5.24. 	 The support rod ends
are attached to fittings inside channels on both the tank/instrument barrel
and the vacuum shell in order to position the strut so the cold end of the
PODS mechanism is located at the first vapor-cooled shield and the warm end of
the fiberglass tube is positioned at the outside layer of the insulation.	 A
perforated plate is attached across the tank channEl to stiffen the tank,
distribute the po;nt loads and raise the resonant frequency. 	 The instrument
flange is assumed to 5e stiffened by attachment of the instrument.
	
Note in
Table 5.4 that the struts will support a fully-loaded tank plus instrument
weighing 431 kg (950 lb) in one-g without shorting out. Consequently, "orbit"
performance can be demonstrated in one-g thermal tests and ground hold heat
rates into the primary tank will be very low.
The tanks and lines are protected against overpressure with burst discs as
shown 4n Figs.	 5.21 and 5.26.	 BD1, 2, 5 and 6 protect the lines against
trapped liquid and the tanks against overpressure.	 Burst discs BD3, 4 and 7
are protection of the tanks against a catastrophic accident, i.e., a large
hole in the vacuum jacket permitting air to solidify onto the tanks. 	 If this
happens, burst discs BD3 and 4 rupture, dumping helium into the instrument
cavity; BD7 then ruptures (in case the hole in the vacuum jacket is not large
enouoh to handle this vent rate), venting the vacuum shell. 	 This design was
chose fi because the required line sizes were too large (from a thermal
viewpoint) to ver± the tank directly outside of the vacuum shell.
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All plumbing components and lines will have adequate support bracketry to
survive the dynamic load environment. 	 The plumbing clusters external to the
vacuum shell are connected through bayonnet fittings as shown in Fig. 5.26,
Detail H.	 This feature permits rapid field replacement of faulty components.
A description of an actual usage sequence is the easiest way to explain why
the plumbing is laid out as shown so this discussion is deferred to Section
5.2.3.
The design of the wire feed through is shown in Fig. 5.23.
	
The feed through
consists of a heat-formed Mylar cone with five bonded aluminum rings located
at the five vapor-cooled shields. 	 The wires are wrapped in a spiral on the
outside of the cone and bonded into grooves cut into each aluminum ring to
effect good heat transfer at the vapor-cooled shield locations. 	 The
assembly/removal procedure of the feed through is described in Section 5.2.2.
The bonded titanium/aluminum joint in the vacuum shell is shown in Fig. 5.23,
Detail C.	 This type of bond joint has been used successfully on all aluminum
vacuum shells on previous cooler programs, i.e., Teal Ruby. 	 (This cooler has
been qualified but not yet flown.)
The aperture cover separation mechanism shown in Fig. 5.23, Detail P, is
activated with explosive bolts around the circumference of the V-band clamp.
The clamp diameter is expanded by the compression spring/lever arm shown. The
compressed spring/plunger then pushes the aperture cover away from the dewar.
Note the inclined seal surface traps the 0-ring and prevents it from
dislodging over the aperture upon cover separation.
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5.2.2 Assembly Sequence
Once the various component parts are fabricated, the dewar is assembled in the
following manner.
The center Invar section of	 the vacuum	 shell is slipped	 over the
tank/instrument barrel section with the torus tank and all the internal
plumbing installed and leak checked. 	 "Zero clearance" load pins (two each)
are installed in each PODS support and the strut length is adjusted at the
warm end for all 12 struts i 1sing the mechanism shown in Fig. 5.24, Detail Q.
The locking nuts are tightened and the six forward struts are removed. 	 The
flight load pins are then substituted for the "zero clearance" pins on all
struts.
The fill line plumbing connection is made from the primary tank to the vacuum
shell and leak checked.	 Insulation is installed from the forward strut area
(struts now removed) around the aft struts and back over the tank. 	 The first
vapor-cooled shield is installed next in two sections, a dome/cylinder
section, up to the six aft struts and a cylinder section that fits between the
struts (see Fig. 5.25, Detail G). This cylinder may be split in half for ease
of installation. The torus tank is attached to the first vapor-cooled shield.
The next insulation layers plus second vapor-cooled shield sections are
installed in the same manner, brazing and leak checking the vent line
connections as the assembly proceeds until all vapor-cooled shields and
insulation are installed up to the forward strut area.
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The six forward struts are installed next and bolted to the vacuum shell,
instrument channel arid the vapor-cooled shields.	 Insulation is then laid on
the instrument barrel, butting up to the blanket already installed. 	 Ticks of
aluminized Mylar tape are used periodically to prevent the tapered joint from
opening. The first cylindrical vapor-cooled shield (again split in two halves
for ease of assembly) that covers the instrument section is slipped on and
bolted to itself and to the mating shield already installed.	 The remaining
vapor-cooled shields and insulation in the instrument section are installed in
a similar manner. The aft (cylinder/dome) and forward (cylinder) vacuum shell
are then slipped on and clamped to the Invar shell. 	 The external plumbing
modules, assembled and leak checked separately, can now be installed using the
bayonnet connection shown in Fig. 5.26, Detail M.
The removable wire feed throughs (Fig. 5.23) are installed after the
experiment is installed and bolted to the interface flange. 	 The installation
method is to reach in the hole through the insulation and vapor-cooled shields
and make the electrical connection, then slip the cone-shaped connector into
the hole.
	
Discs of insulation are laid inside the cone and an aluminum disc
is placed inside the cone. 	 The disc and cone are attached to the first
vapor-cooled shield with indium-coated screws (Fig.	 5.23, Detail R).	 This
process is repeated until all five aluminum discs are attached to the five
vapor-cooled shields with insulation discs in between the aluminum. 	 The cone
is made of clear Mylar to aid in the assembly. 	 The flange cover seal is then
made.
The aperture cover is installed and leak checked to complete the assembly.
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5.2.3 Operational Sequence
A typical operational sequence is described to provide additional insight into
the design.	 Refer to Fig. 5.21.	 The vacuum shell is evacuated at a
controlled rate (to prevent insulation damage) through valve VV6 and baked out
at — 350K (630R) for four to six weeks to outgas the dewar.
Both the primary tank and torus tank are evacuated and back filled with helium
gas several times. Both tanks are then cooled down to near helium temperature
at a controlled rate and the primary tank is nearly filled with superfluid
helium through valve RAVI.	 Valves RAV3 and V4 are open for this operation.
The vacuum-jacketed transfer lines will probably have to have a LN2-cooled
shield plus multilayers to allow transfer of superfluid helium. 	 The end of
the vented line is connected to a vacuum pump to maintain a low pressure in
the tank for the fill operation. 	 Tank pressure can be controlled by changing
valve setting V4. Pressure is inferred from tank temperature. Top off of the
tank is performed as many times as required until the tank is Tull (4% ullage)
as determined by continuous weighing of the dewar.
Valves RAVI. RAV3 and V4 are closed and the pump shut off. 	 Valve RAV2 is
opened and normal liquid helium is introduced into the torus tank through
valve V5 until flow stops.	 Valve V4 is then opened and flow continued until
the torus tank is full.	 The vent line inlet is positioned so a 4% ullage
always remains in the tank. 	 Flow is continued until temperatu re sensors on
the second vapor-cooled shield show liquid helium is exiting so torus tank.
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Valve RAV2 is closed and the line ba< to V5 is evacuated.	 Valve V5 is then
closed.	 Helium continues to vent out of the torus tank through valve V4 for
the p; ,jlaunch hold and launch.	 Once in orbit outside the cargo bay, pyro
valve PV7 is opened to vent the fill line to space in case valve RAV1 has a
slow leak. The aperture cover is then ejected. 	 When the flowmeter shows the
torus rank is empty, valve RAV3 is opened and the primary tank is vented
through ti;;-  vapor —cooled shields to space for the remainder of the mission.
The flowmeter provides data for an extrapolation of the missiof , lifetime.
The operation of the PODS supports is of interest during the launch and orbit
phase.	 Under launch loads, the 5-glass strands shown in Fig. 5.24 stretch
elastically until the Invar stem seats against the two load pins (tension) or
the stem conical section seats against the Invar body (compression). 	 Once
orbit is achieved, the stem recenters itself inside the body, passively
disc netting the stem from the body. 	 Heat is then transferred by radiation
between the gold-coated stem and body and by conduction along the S-glass
strands.
	
Electrical resistance measurements indicate whether this passive
disconnect did occur on all 12 struts.
5.3 DEWAR PERFORMANCE
The dewar ground hold interval where no servicing is required is 11.1 days
with the current size torus tank; the heat rate into the non-vented super-
fluid helium tank for the same period is 3.2 mW (0.009 Btu/hr), 13% of the
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200K (360R) orbit case.	 The temperature rises only 0.01K (0.02R) during this
11.1 day period. The reason for the extremely low ground hold heat rate is as
follows.	 The 4.2K (7.6R) torus tank is shorted to the first vapor-cooled
shield; consequently, the heat rate int	 le tank is lower than in orbit where
the first shield floats and is nearer 15K (27R). 	 Also, the PODS supports do
not short in one g, minimizing the support heat leak. 	 The heat map for the
ground hold case is shown in Fig. 5.27 for a warm boundary temperature of 300K
(540R).
The dewar orbital lifetime is plotted as a function of the vacuum shell
temperature in Fig. 5.28. 	 The vapor-cooled shield temperatures are shown in
Fig. 5.29. These calculations assume a 40% degradation factor over flat plate
data for the installed multilayer insulation (see Fig. 10.1). 	 No attempt was
made to calculate the insulation degradation in the region of supports,
wiring, plumbing or joints.	 A much more detailed thermal model would be
required to make these calculations of radiation tunneling and insulation
shorting that occurs in actual installations. 	 The conductivity used assumes
the insulation is installed one layer at a time.
The orbital heat map for T H = 200K (360R) case is show y: in Fig. 5.'J.	 Note a
substantial amount of energy is being radiated to space oft the flanged ends
of vapor-cooled shields 4 and 5.	 In an actual flight system, this radiated
flux will be lower because of the radiation coupling between these flanges and
a Sun shade, i.e., with a configuration such as shown in Fig. 5.31. 	 (No orbit
or pointing requirements were defined for this study so this type of systems
analysis was not performed.) 	 Note in the Fig. 5.30 heat map. the Mylar cone
plus the wires are treated separately for the wire feed throuqhs. 	 The
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number of wires were increased to account for the motor-operated valves and
instrumentation as well as the instrument as shown previously in Table 5.4.
Fig. 5.32 (on the previous page) provides dewar orbital lifetime sensitivity
`	 to	 changes	 in the	 vacuum shell	 temperature,	 multilayer insulation
conduct-tivity, instrument heat load and PODS conductance. 	 The lifetime is
the most sensitive to vacuum shell temperature changes and least sensitive to
changes in the PODS conductance.
5.4 DEWAR WEIGHT SUMMARY
A preliminary weight statement of the dewar design described in Section 5.2 is
provided in Table 5.5.
	
The dry weight includes a 10% margin. 	 The center of
gravity (CG) of tho mass supported by the 12 PODS supports falls midway
between the supports.	 This mass includes hoth tanks plus helium, inner
instrument barrel, vapor-cooled shields, insulation. PODS supports, cold
Plumbing and the instrument.	 The CG of the instrument is 0.55 m (21.6 in)
forward of this CG point.
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Table 5.5 PRELIMINARY DEWAR WEIGHT STATEMENT
kg	 I	 lb
Primary	 Tank	 (1.0 m 3 ) 38.7 85.3
Inner	 Instrument Barrel 27.3 60.1
Torus Tank	 (0.026 m3 ) 5.0 11.0
Vapor-Cooled Shields 57.9 127.6
#1 9.8 21.6
#2 10.7 23.5
#3 11.4 25.2
#4 12.5 77.5
#5 13.5 29.8
Insulation 77.1 170.0
PODS Supports	 (12 ea) 5.8 12.8
Vacuum Shell 241.0 531.3
Aft Cyl/Dome 61.4 135.4
Invar	 Cyl 72.6 160.0
Forward Cyl 107.0 235.9
Plumbing	 and Wiring 29.2 64.3
Burst	 Discs 3.1 6.8
B71 0.2 0.5
BD2 0.2 0.5
B63 0.7 1.6
BD4 0.3 0.7
BD5 0.4 1.0
BD6 0.4 1.0
BD7 0.7 1.5
Shutoff Valves 4.5 10.0
V1 0.9 2.0
V2 0.9 2.0
V3 0.9 2.0
V4 0.5 1.0
V5 0.5 1.0
V6 0.7 1.5
V7 0.2 I	 0.5
1 1''	 5-62
Table 5.5 (continued)
r
kg lb
Relief	 Valves 0.45 1.0
RV1 0.2 0.5
RV2 0.2 0.5
Mass Flowmeter I 1.3 4.0
Vac
	 Ion	 Pump	 (8 1 /s ) 4., 5 10.0
Thrust	 Nullifiers 0.7 1.5
TN1 0.2 0.5
TN2 0.2 0.5
TN3 0.2 0.5
Plumbing	 Lines	 and 6.8 15.0
Bayonnets
Wire
	
Feed Throughs 7.3 16.0
(2	 ea)	 including
flanges
Instrument	 I 200.0 440.9
10% Margin 68.0 150.0
Dry Weiqht
	
Minus 750.0 1653.0
Aperture Cover
Aperture Cover	 (with 99.0 218.0
Ejection	 Mech,
Shields,	 Insul.)
Dry	 Weight
	
with 849.0 1871.0
Aperture Cover
Superfluid	 Helium I 137.0 302.0
Normal	 Helium 3.2 7.2
LAUNCH WEIGHT 989 2180
5-63
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Section 6
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Prior to designing, building and qualifying a three-year superflu.d helium
flight dewar, it is necessary to perform a series of development tasks to
reduce the technical and cost risks to an acceptable level. 	 These tasks
consist of a series of component and subsystem developments culminating in a
series of full -scale helium dewar tests as shown in Fig. 6.1. 	 These tasks
were selected based on their criticality to system performance (Table 6.1) and
their current level of development. 	 In the following sections, the major
objectives plus the recommended approach is provided for each of these tasks.
A schedule plus ROM costs concludes the development plan.
6.1 TASK CEFINITIONS
6.1.1 Sy;tem Requirements Definition and Design Update (Task 1)
6.1.1.1	 Objective.	 The objective of the task is to increase the level of
design detail to the point component and subsystem development items can be
fabricated.
6.1.1.2 Approach. More detailed system requirements provided by the customer
•	 (including experiment definition and operational mode) will be incorporated
into the dewar design.	 The level of structural and thermal analysis a,-,d
design detail will be increased to permit component and subsystem test items
to be fabricated in each of the tasks.
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6.1.2	 Full-Scale PODS Development (Tasks 2. 10, 11)
6.1.2.1 Objectives. The objectives of these tasks are sixfold.
• Demonstrate the support system can be manufactured within
tolerances and installed with vapor-cooled shields and a
wire feed through without the load pins shorting.
•	 Measure the load it takes to short the load pins on indi-
vidual struts and as installed.
•	 Demonstrate the load pins will not short with T 	 = 4K
(7.2R) and TH varied over 300 to 100K (540 to 180R^.
•	 Measure the thermal performance of the strut over its
operational temperature range.
• Demonstrate the structural load capability of the struts
individually and installed (12 each) both statically and
dynamically.
• Measure the modal vibration frequencies of the support
system both for the launch and orbit conditions (full to
empty tank).
6.1.2.2	 Approach.	 Initially, one PODS support will be manufactured.	 The
change in length of the strut with temperature will be measured in Task 3.
The strut will be loaded in tension and compression to determine the load
required to thermally "short" the load pins. The loads will then be increased
to design loads.	 The strut will be thermally cycled between 300 and 4K (540
to 7.2R) and the design load tests repeated. The strut will then be tested to
destruction in compression.
The heat rate for a second PODS support will be measured between T H = 300K
(540R) to TC = 4K (7.2R) with the load pins shorted to simulate the launch
condition. The simulated orbit heat rate will be measured with the stem at TC
2K (3.6R) and T 1 (Invar body) varied from 10 to 40K (18 to 72R).
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Fig. 6.2 Support System Test Setup
Using the thermal expansion/contraction data from Task 3. a test setup will be
designed and fabricated to test the installed struts as shown in Fig. 6.2
above.	 The setup consists of the Invar vacuum ring, mating titanium flanges,
12 PODS supports, five vapor-cooled shields, one wire feed through, plus an
aluminum inner structure that simulates the tank and instrument attach points.
The installation/removal procedure of the supports, vapor-cooled shields and
wire feed through will be demonstrated including ohmmeter measurements to
demonstrate the load pins don't short.
	 Loads in first the axial and then the
lateral direction will be applied to the support system until the load pins
"short out".	 The axial load will then be increased to the design load tor a
series of cyclic load tests.
The test setup will be moved into a LN 2
 shrouded vacuum chamber. 	 Helium heat
exchange coils will have been welded to the aluminum structt+re previously and
♦ -
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the vacuum chamber pumped down. 	 The aluminum structure (tank/instrument
attach points) will be taken down to 4K (7R) with liquid helium; the PODS
supports will be monitored for shorting during this temperature transient.
Next the Invar shell temperature will be dropped by flowing LNZ through the
chamber shroud.	 The temperature of the Invar ring will be controlled with
heaters.	 The temperature of the ring will be varied over 300 to 100K (540 to
180R); temperature gradients around the ring circumference will also be
varied. Again the PODS supports will be monitored for shorting.
The test article will be removed from the vacuum chamber and supported on a
shaker head off the Invar ring.	 Accelerometers will be mounted or,
 the test
article as required.	 A low-level modal resonance survey will be performed in
three axes with the load pins shorted by adding weights to simulate the dewar
launch (condition) and removing the weights so the load pins are not shorted
(simulated orbit condition). 	 The measured orbit resonances can be corrected
to the design mass, depending on the weights used in the test.
The weights will again be added to simulate the dewar launch weight and a
random vibration test performed in three axes.
6.1.3 eL/L Tests (Task 3)
6.1.3.1
	
Objective.	 To properly design the support system, accurate thermal
expansion/contraction data are needed for the PODS supports, Invar vacuum ring
material, and titanium and aluminum (used in the helium tank, vacuum shell and
the aluminum/honeycomb vapor-cooled shield) over the tef-toperaLure range 1,00 to
4K (540 to 7R).
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6.1.3.2	 Approach.	 The PODS support a L/L measurements will be performed
separately on the PODS cold end assembly, fiberglass tube and warm end
assembly.	 This approach is necessary in order to fit the specimens into an
existing test apparatus.
	
Specimens of Invar, titanium, aluminum and the
aluminum honeycomb will also be measured. 	 The contraction will be measured
going from high to low temperature followed by expansion going from low to
high temperature.
	
The data will be used to calculate the optimum support
•	 spacing of the opposing six strut assemblies. 6.1.4 Vapor-Cooled Shield Tests
(Task 4)
6.1.4.1	 Objectives.	 The objecti% , s are threefold:	 First, demonstrate the
manufacturing techniques for the honeycomb panels and tube heat exchangers;
Second, determine the load-bearing capability of the honeycomb panel; and
third, measure the thermal efficiency of the heat exchangers with and without
joints over their operating temperature and pressure range.
6.1.4.2	 Approach.	 Representative honeycomb panels will be fabricated and
load deflection tests performed to demonstrate their structural capability.
Next a thermal efficiency test will be performed using the test setup shown in
Fig. 6.3.
	 Scale test samples of the heat exchanger will be fabricated using
different size vent tubing and a simulated joint. Heat flux will be varied by
chenging boundary temperature T 2 .	 The inlet pressure and temperature of
helium flowing through the heat exchanger will be varied around the predicted
values and the outlet pressure controlled. The enthalpy change in the gas and
the temperature gradients along the shield and the joint will be measured.
R:
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Fig. 6.3 Vapor-Cooled Shield Thermal Efficiency Test
6.1.5 Wire Feed Through Development (Task 5)
6.1.5.1	 Objective.
	 The objective of this task is to demonstrate the
manufacture and assembly of the wire feed through.
6.1.5.2 Approach.	 The fabrication plus the heat forming assembly techniques
will be developed for the Mylar cone and aluminum rings.
	 (In Task 11, the
installation/removal of the feed through in the dewar is demonstrated; the
thermal performance of the feed through is monitored in Task 14.)
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Fig. 6.4 Or*-Fifth Scale Ibdel Test of the Vacum Jacket Flange
Sea] and Bond Joint
setup reaches 1008 (I"). the helium pressure wili be decreased again to
zero. This cooldown, pressure cyci i:ig sequence wi i 1 be performed e aough times
to simulate twice the cumber of ,ressureftewperature cycles the vacuum shell
would experi trace in use.
6.1. S Fu1 l -Sca i e Aperture Corer Separation Tests (Task 8)
Objective. Demonstrate the aperture corer seal is vacuum tight (leak
rate less than a specified amount) yet will separate reliably from the vacuum
s +ie l l or
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6.1.8.2	 Approach.	 Prior programs such as IRAS eject the aperture cover in
orbit once it is outside the Oribter cargo bay. 	 Assuming this design works
reliably, it will be incorporated into this program and demonstrated only on
the qualification model.	 If for any reason designs frLxn other qualified
systems are not suitable for this dewar, then the following development tests
will be conducted.
A full-scale aperture cover will be designed and built including a mating
vacuum shell hat section.	 The aperture cover seal will be leak checked by
evcuating the cover aad bagging and flooding the exterior seal area with
heIiuri.	 The cover is returned to ambient pressure, the bag removed and the
aperture cover installed in a vacuum chamber.	 The cover will be connected to
a counter-balanced weight using a pulley system to permit separation under
simulated zero-g conditions in vacuum. 	 The aperture cover separation
mechanism will be fired, separating the cover. 	 Movies will be taken of the
tests.	 This test will be repeated a number of times to demonstrate the
reliability of the seal and separation: mechanism.
6.1.9 Multilayer Insulation Conductivity Tests (Task 9)
6.1.9.1 Obiecti%,es. The ob;ectives of this task are twofold: 1) Measure the
1
conductivity of the selected m. ltilaver insulation over the temperature range
78 to " (140 t;, 7R); and 2) develop and mea gre new combinations of radiation
shields and spacers that are more efficient thermally over this temperature
range.
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06.1.9.2
	
Approach.	 These tests are currently planned to be performed on the
Lockheed Independent Research Program. 	 They consist of measuring the	
i
conductivity of selected multilayer insulations over the temperature range 78
to 4K (140 to 7R) and then varying the number of spacers used between
radiation shields to reduce the dominant conduction term. The tests are to be
performed in a flat plate test apparatus with and without simulated joints.
These data should be available in time for use on this program. 	 If they are
not, these tests should be conducted on this program.
6.1.10 Development Model Dewar Analysis ana Design (Task 12)
6.1.10.1
	
Objective.	 Perform suffic 4 ent analyses and design work to allow a
full-scale, flight-weight, development dewar system to be fabricated.
6.1.10.2 Approach. Using the data from Tasks 2 through 11, update ai.d e);pand
the stress analysis, thermal model analysis and design developed in Task 1 to
a level of detail needed to fabricate the complete full-scale, flighv-weight
development dewar.
6.1.11 Development Model Dewar Fabrication and Assembly (Task 13)
Using the drawings from Task 12, fabricate. assemble and leak check one
complete, full-scale flight-weight superfluid helium dewar including the
aperture cover.	 Perform extensive lead. checks as the dewar is assembled.
Internal instrumentation such as temperature sensors and accelerometers will
be installed as the assembly progresses.	 The following parts will be
6-12
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available from prior tasks assuming no changes are required based on the tests
performed.
Quantity	 Part	 Task	 No.
	
12	 PODS Supports	 10
	
1	 Invar Vacuum Shell Ring	 10
	
5	 Vapor-Cooled Shields (partial) 	 10
	
1	 Wire Feed through	 5
	
2	 Low-Temperature Valves
	 6
	
1	 Aperture Cover	 8
6.1.12 Development Model Dewar Tests (Task 14)
6.1.12.1	 Objective.	 Demonstrate the dewar will meet all the system
perform-ance requirements defined in Task 1.
6.1.12.2	 Approach.	 Following assembly and leak check of the deviar, a series
of tests will be performed to demonstrate the dewar meets all performance
requirements defined in Task 1.
	
Periodic leak checks will be performed
throughout the test program. The following series of tests will be performed.
:'
•	 Aperture Cover Separation Test. The test described in Task 8 will be
► 	 repeated only this time it will be installed on the complete dewar
that includes insulation and shields.
i
^:	 r
•	 Modal Vibration Test. The modal vibration tests described in Task 11
will be repeated in three axes on the evacuated, full-scale dewar. A
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200 k9 mass will be installed to simulate the instrument weight and
the helium tank will be partially filled with water to simulate the
helium mass.	 Accelerometers will be installed as required.	 The
results will be compared with the test data obtained in Task 11.
•	 Vacuum Bakeout.	 The 200 kg mass simulating the experiment will be 	 j
removed prior to the bakeout.	 The dewar insulation will be	 -
evacuated at a controlled rate and baked out at as high a
tempera-Lure as allowed by the materials used in the construction.
Based on prior programs, this temperature should be in the area of
350K (630R).	 The high vacuum pumping system will be connected to
i
the dewar and operated during the entire bakeout cycle.
	
Prior
program experience shows the bakeout time will probably be on the
order of 4-6 weeks before the rate of pressure decrease will be less
than 5% per week.
•	 Thermal Performance.	 The dewar will be installed in a LN2 shrouded
vacuum chamber for the following tests as shown in Fig. 6.5.
	 The
superfluid helium tank plus the ground hold torus tank will be
evacuated and then purged with GHe several times. 	 A normal helium
storage dewar located outside the chamber will be converted to
superfluid helium by pumping on the dewar. 	 A vacuum pump will be
attached to the development dewar vent line and superfluid fluid
helium transferred from the storage dewar to the primary tank. 	 The
helium fill level will be on the order of 20% for the initial tests.
The primary tank is then locked up and the torus filled with normal
liquid helium.	 Ground hold tests will measure the temperature
6-14
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Fig. 6.5 Dewar Thermal Test Setup
distributions throughout the dewar, the rate of pressure rise in the
primary tank and the boiloff rate in the torus tank.
l	 Once the torus tank is emptied, the primary tank will be vented
f
through the vapor-cooled shields and a pump on the vent line to
maintain the tank temperature constant.	 The boiloff rates will be
•	 measured and then the vacuum shell temperature will be dropped in
increments to 250, 200, 150 and 100K (450, 360, 270 and 180R) by
I.
	 flowing LN2 through the chamber shroud and adjusting the heater
power levels on the dewar shroud. 	 Dewar temperatures plus the
boiloff rate will be measured at each of these temperature levels.
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The struts will also be monitored to see if trc struts' load pins
short at any of these temperatures. The helium dewar will be emptied
by reverse flow out of the fill line.	 The LN 2
 flow to the shroud
will be stopped and the dewar brought back to ambient temperature.
The vacuum chamber pressure will then be brought back to ambient and
the dewar removed from the chamber.
•	 Acoustic Tests.	 The	 dewar,	 appropriately	 instrumented	 with
acceler-ometers, will be moved to a precalibrated acoustic test cell
and suspended in an appropriate manner, i.e., bungee cord.
	 Both the
primary tank and the torus tank will be filled with liquid helium.
The superfluid primary tank will be nonvented for this test while the
normal helium torus tank will be venting through the vapor-cooled
shields. The acoustic levels will be demonstrated in short 10-second
bursts before the full duration test is conducted at the required
decibel level.	 The temperatures, pressures and accelera-tion levels
will be monitored throughout the test.
•	 Repeat Thermal Performance.
	 The dewar will be moved back to the
vacuum chamber and the tnermal performance tests repeated for ground
hold and at TH
 = 200 and 100K (360 and 180R) for the simulated orbit
test.	 These data will be compared to the pre-acoustic test data to
see if any degradation has occurred.
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6.2 PRELIMINARY DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
} The Technology Plan Schedule is provided in Fig. 6.6. 	 As can be seen from the
schedule, the subsystem and development tasks are complete after two years; the
fabrication, assembly and test of the full-scale development dewar takes
another year and one-half for a total development span of three and one-half
•	 years.	 This schedule could be compressed to three years without undue
technical problems.
6.3 ROM DEVELOPMENT COSTS
Based on the task definitions in Section 6.1, the Schedule in 6.2 and the
costing ground rules in Table 6.2, an ROM cost estimate was prepared for the
program, task by task, as shown in Table 6.3.
Table 6.2 COSTING GROUND RULES
•	 1981 dollars
•	 Program Manager (no cost to program)
•	 No Quality Assurance coverage (development program)
•	 Fee not included
•	 LHe $2.30 per liter
•	 LN2 $0.27/ft 3 (bulk)
•	 CADAM $56/hour
•	 1110 computer $500/hr
•	 No GSE costed
•	 $43/hour labor (except manufacturing)
•	 $46/hour manufacturing
•	 Use flight-weight hardware
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This total program cost of 2.3 million dollars is for a full-scale development
dewar using flight-weight equipment and hardware.
The costs were also re-examined for a half-scale development dewar.	 The cost
reduction amounted to only 8%, with most of those cost savings coming in Tasks
13 and 14. The reason for this small reduction is as follows.
A smaller dewar does not reduce design, analysis, technii al publications or
management costs. In fact, small-scale models increase analysis costs slightly
because of uncertainties and difficulties in scaling the test results. 	 Some
lower material costs plus lower fabrication costs are possible for a smaller
dewar.	 However, these cost-reductions are not large because the fabrication
and assembly process is highly labor-intensive and depends more on the number
of process steps than the part size. 	 Test costs are only slightly affected by
the decreased cryogen costs.	 Basically, the same number of fabrication and
assembly steps are required for a half-scale dewar as a full-scale dewar;
consequently, the cost savings are not large.
This type of analysis shows why it is more cost effective to build a slightly
larger and heavier single-stage helium dewar than a slightly smaller and
lighter-weight dual-stage dewar (with a larger number of parts and consequently
more fabrication and assembly steps.)
Some of the development tasks shown in Table 6.3 stand along (such as 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 1 and 9) and could be accomplished throuyh individual research programs,
and accomplished in the order shown in Table 6.1 ba:ed on the priority
rankings.
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Section 7
CONCLUSIONS
The major conclusions reached in this study are as follows.
1. A three-year lifetime superfluid helium dewar is feasible at
one-half the maximum weight specified in the contract, 989 kg
(2180 lb) vs. 2000 kg (4409 lb).
2. Demonstration of the PODS support system is the key technology
item required to achieve the predicted performance.
3. The achievable warm boundary temperature in orbit has a strong
effect on system performance and selection of cryogens. Below
150K (270R), a single-stage helium dewar is the best overall
choice when both weight and manufacturing complexity are
consiL red.	 Between 150 and 200K (270 and 360R), the
single-stage helium dewar is still the best overall choice
although dual-stage He/Ne and He/N2 dewars are — 20% lighter.
Above 200K (360R), the dual-stage concepts should be seriously
considered because	 of their increasingly	 larger weight
advant-ages. Warm boundary temperatures predicted for current
dewar flight programs are 150K (270R)--Teal Ruby (Ne/CH4)--and
17UK (3n6R)--1RAS (SF He).	 These temperatures are achieved
using thermal contrul coatings, insulation, radiators and
active orientation systems.
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4. The SF He cylindrical tank with ellipsoidal ends chosen for
this study may not be the optimum geometry for other systems
depending on their specif i c requirements.
	
For example, a
toroidal tank surrounding the instrument cavity shows a lower
CG shift as the tank is emptied, decreases the dewar length by
40% and improves the PODS thermal performance (since the
shorter length decreases the tilt loads now designing the 	 •
supports). Altering the tank geometry changes dewar dimensions
but does not alter the basic development tasks recommended in
Section 6.
5. The support resonances were calculated assuming the tank/
instrument and vacuum shell attach points were infinitely
rigid. More detailed analyses are required to determine the
actual stiffening required at these attach points to achieve
the desired resonances.
6. More than adequate ground hold times can be obtained using a
secondary normal helium tank with a minimal weight. penalty.
The ground hold heat rate into the nonvented superfljid heliurr
tank is extremely low, 3.2 mW (0.009 Btu/hr) or appr,)ximately
13% that of the 200K (360R) orbit case. 	 The reason for the	 .
extremely low ground hold heat rate is as follows. 	 The first
vapor-cooled shield is shorted to the torus tank at 4.2K
(7.6R); in orbit, the shield temperature is allowed to float.
Secondly, the PODS supports do not short in one-g, minimizing
the support heat leak and finally, the instrument is not
operating.
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7.	 Sensitivity analyses show the dewar lifetime '.s affected by the
following parameters listed in order of increasing sensi-
tivity:	 PODS conductance, instrument heat load, multilayer
insulation con ductivity and vacuum shell temperature.
8. A development program can be accomplished in three and one-
half years.
9. Development program costs of 2.3 million dollars are reduced
only 8% going to a half-scale dewar.
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Section 9
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Eight computer programs were used in this study.	 A description of each program
is provided here along with the sections of the report where it was required.
9.1 CRYOP (Sections 3 and 4)
CRYOP is a UNIVAC 1110 computer program that sizes single-or dual-stage dewars.
This program was initially developed in 1973 and has been continuously refined
and improved over the years until it is now a generalized cryogenic dewar
optimization program.
The inputs to the program are number of cryogens, wire penetrations and plumbing
lines, MLI type, number of vent-cooled shields and the type of veot cooling
(supports, MLI, wiring, plumbing), required lifetime,
	
boundary temperatures,
experiment heat loads and an initial geometry.
The solution provides a breakdown and summary of the heat load to each cryogen,
the temperatures and locations of the vent-cooled shields, the volumes of the
tanks, the overall dimensions of the tanks and the dewar, the optimum MLI
thickness and a weight breakdown and summary of the dewar.
The program modifications made specifically for this study are:
y-1
The PODS are now a support option with a heat leak that is bo
cryogen weight and temperature dependent.
Up to sir shields for each cryogen are available for vent cool
of the supports, insulation, plumbing, and lead wires.
The primary helium tank is 1 m (39.7 in) in diameter wi
ellipsoidal	 ends and a cylindrical section. 	 The secondary ta..._
for dual-stage applications is a torus.
Weights are included for the MLI, vent-cooled shields and vacuum
jacket surrounding the 1 m (39.4 in) diameter by 2 m (78.7 in)
I
ong instrument.
	
Aperture cover weight and length are not.
included.	 (These values were added in manually for this study.)
The thermal conductivity is input as a function of temperature
for coax wires (stainless steel and Teflon) and the manganin
wires.	 The wire length was assumed to be 0.5 in (19.7 in).
The method of solution is to first calculate the heat load and thereafter the
tank size for the priwary cryogen. 	 The secondary cryogen sizing is done after
the primary cryogen sizing is completed since the net heat load to the secondary
consists of the secondary heat load inputs less the primary heat loads due to
the MLI, to the supports; and to the plumbing penet rations.	 Also, if vent gas
cooling is conside-ed, the primary vent gas effects on the secondary are
included.	 The amount of cryogen to match the required lifetime for the
calculated heat load is then calculated.
9.2 VENTCOOL (Section 3)
A computer program that is used to optimize the location of vent-cooled shields.
The cryogen flow rate, boundary temperatures, and polynomial of a material's
thermal conductivity vs. temperature and the number of vent shields are input.
A Rosenbrock function minimization technique is used to locate the shields in
the insulation to give the minimum heat flow.	 The output is the heat flow, the
•
•
•
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n
shield locations, and their temperatures. 	 This program is used as a subroutine
in CRYOP or can be used separately.
9.3 PRESS (Section 5)
A computer program that d?termines the cryogen temperature and va por pressure
for a given flow system.	 The inputs are flow rate, molecular weight, and
mathematical curve fits for the vapor pressure and viscosity versus temperature
of the cryogen, the outlet (minimum) pressure in the system, and the dimensions
of the tubes and boundary temperatures. 	 Any number of tubes and temperature
boundaries can be input. 	 An iterative process is used to obtain the vapor
pressure of the cryogen at a corresponding temperature by calculating the
pressure change through each	 ;ube section assuming an ideal	 gas with
Poiseuille-tv pe flow.	 This program defines the required line sizing for proper
cryogen temperature control.
9.4 THERM (Sections 4 and 5)
Detail design analyses are done with the Lockheed thermal analyzer computer
pro g ram, THERM, on the UNIVAC 1110 computer.	 The configuration is arbitrarily
divided into nodes by the designer, and THERM uses a finite difference solution
for the three-dimensional heat transfer equation at each node. 	 Programs with
well over 1000 nodes have been run with no difficulty. Steady state occurs when
the largest temperature difference of any node between consecutive iterations is
less than a value specified in the program. 	 Subroutines for THERM can be
performed at many places in the calculation. 	 Two examples are:	 1) at each
iteration, the temperature -dependent uroperties can be recalculated; and 2) heat
maps can be obtained for different nodes.
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9.5 PODS (Sections 4 and 5)
A thermal model (9 nodes) was setup for the PODS support. 	 The THERM program is
used to perform the analyses. Program inputs include the boundary temperatures,
emittance of all surfaces, length and area of S-glass strands, fiberglass tube
area and effective length, diameter and length of the stem, body, load pin and
load pin hole, and epoxy areas where the S-glass strands are bonded. 	 Program
outputs include temperature distributions along the strut and a heat map between
nodes.
9.6 FTS (Section 4)
A thermal model (7 nodes) was setup for the FTS support.	 The THERM program is
used to perform the analyses. Program inputs include the boundary temperatures,
all three Fiberglass tube diameters, areas and effective lengths and emittance
and dimensions of the end fittings. 	 Program outputs include temperature dis-
tributions along the strut and a heat map between nodes.
9.7 STAGSCI (Section 4)
The program performs stress, buckling, modal vibration, and transient response
analyses of general	 shells with stiffeners, elastically and plastically.
Complex wall construction is permitted. 	 The method uses discrete variational
analysis; local two-dimensiona l power representations of the displacement
components; modified Newton method for solution of the nonlinear algebraic
equations and automatic correction of load or time steps with restart capa-
bility.
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Free-field input with 11 standard geometries is c,efined by their dimensions or
data cards.	 Non-standard geometries require user-written subroutines.
	 No
element or node numbering is required for standard geometries. 	 Automatic mesh
is generated for geometries defined analytically in user-written subroutines.
Loads are defined on data cards, or if varying with location on shell, are
defined in user-written suhroutines. Loads can be forces or displacements.
The output includes displacements, stress resultants, 	 stresses, strains,
equilibrium forces, eigenvalues, eigenvectors, lists and plots.
9.8 PANDA-DEWAR (Sections 4 and 5)
The objective of t;­ s support thermal/structural optimization program is to
minimize the flow of heat from thl- vacuum shell to which they are attached,
while maintaining enough structural 	 rigidity to keep the lowest frequencies at
launch and during orbital conditions above certain specified values, and
stresses aue to assembly and launch loads below those that would cause buckling
or material failure.
In the analysis, the vacuum shell and the tank/instrument structure to which it
is attached are assumed to be rigid and the supports to be massless.
	
It is also
assumed the tank, vapor-cooled shields, insulation and payload are rigid, sup-
ported by elastic struts or tension bands which carry loads only along their
axes (pinned ends).
In the PODS and FTS concepts, the eftective axial stiffness (EA)eff and heat
flow conductance (KA/L)eff change abruptly from the launch condition to the
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orbital condition due to certain "disconnect" features within each strut, so the
design of each of these support systems involves the solution 	 of two
optimization problems, one corresponding to the launch phase and the other
corresponding to the orbital phase.
	 The tension band concept involves solution
of one optimization problem, corresponding to the launch condition only, since
the nature of this support system does not change for the orbital phase and the
launch phase represents the more severe environment.
The program inputs include weights and dimensions of supported equipment, launch
and orbital frequency constraints, Young's modulus and the maximum allowable
stress of the fiberglass tube or band and thermal conductivities of the tube,
band and S-glass filaments.	 Program outputs include: 	 1) center of gravity
locations and polar and tilting moments of inertia of supported equipment; 2)
design margins at launch of maximum stress, tube column (Euler) buckling, tube
shell	 (local) buckling, and tube or band thermal 	 stress; 3) strut	 length and
diameter, strut spacing and angles; cross-sectional area and wall 	 thickness and
pretension load (tension band only); 4) launch and orbital frequency margins in
lateral,	 tilt, axial and torsional modes; and 5) 	 the axial length and cross-
sectional area of the S-glass filaments for the PODS support.
Optimization is carried out by a nonlinear programming algorithm called CONMIN
[9.1,9.2].	 This program, wirtten by Vanderplaats in the early 1970's, is based
on o nonlinear constrained search algorithm due to Zoutendijk [9.3].
	
the basic
analytic technique used in CONMIN is to minimize an objective function (heat
flow, for example) until 	 one or more constrainits, in this case vibration
frequencies, buckling loads, maximum stress or strain, and upper and lower
bounds on des ign v.-riables, become active. 	 The minimization process then
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continues by following the constraint boundaries in design variable space in a
direction such that the value of the objective function continues to decrease.
When a point is reached such that no further decrease in the objective function
is obtained, the process is terminated. The analyses that make up this program
are described in the following sections.
General Case
The kinetic energ y of the body shown in Fig. 9-1 is
3 .2	 3
K.E. 	 ^M r u +	 I. a	 {1)
	
c.	 i=1 1	 c.	i=1 i	 i
in which M is the mass; I i , i = 1,2,3 are the principal moments
of inertia; u	 are the velocity components along the principal
c.
axes; and aC
	
are the angular velocity components about the
principal axes.
If the N identical pinned structural members supportinq the body
are under initial tension, the strain energy in all cf the members
(or straps) due to modal vibrations or loading from the prestressed
state is
N
Strain Energy = ^(EA)eff L E (e j	ejo)	 (2)
in which (EA)eff is the effective axial stiffness of each strut,
and e. are the initial axial strains associated with the initial
30
tension (prestress) in the members.
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Typical)
ON X
RTIAS I POL.AR' ITILT
PIN ENDED S1RUT
The total axial strain a in any member can be written as
	
2	 (3)
e 'TOT +
	 uTOT
in which uTOT is the total displacement along the axis of the
member
uTOT - u  + u
	 (4)
Fig. 9.1 Mass Supported By Pinned, Massless Members With
Length L, Stiffness EA, Tension T
o_g
r
with u  being the displacement associated with the initial Tension
and u being the displacement associated with infinitesimal modal
vibration or static loading. The supers.-rip.: ( )' represents the
derivative of uTOT with respect to the coordinate along the axis
of the member. The total strain a can, with (4), be written in
the form
e = u' + u' + ^ (up + u') 2
= C  + u'(1 + uo) + ^u'2
The s p rain energy U in Eq. (2) can then be written in the form
N	 f
U =	 (E,.)	 i, L Ie.	 + 2e.	 u'. (1 + u' ) + e	 u12
j = 1 I J o	Jo J	 Jo	 Jo J
+ U1 2 (1 + U! ) 2 + h.o.t. - e2
0	 o
The second term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (6) drops oL:t when
the work done to provide the initial tension is considered to be
part of the total energy of the system. This term is equal and
opposite in sign to the work done on the system to provide the
initial tension.
	 (It is assumed, of course, that the initially
tensioned system is in equilibrium!) The "h.o.t." represents cubic
and quartic germs in u', which can be dropped if we consider
vibrations or static deflections of infinitesimal amplitude. With
use of the approximation uo= e o , Fquation (6) can be expressed in
the form
N
U =	 ( EA) of f `' F, I u ' 2 ( 1 + 3e_ ) I
	
(7)
j=1	 J	 jo
or, with use of the stress-strain relation,
(F.A)effej	 T 	 (0)0
I
(5)
(6)
,n
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	 n
in which T  is the tension in the jth member., Eq. (7) becomes
r^
U =
	
L	 ( (F..A) eff + 3T j 	u 3 2 	(9)
^=1
With equal tension in all members, we have
N
U = SLI (F.A) eff + 3T	 u12	 (10)
j=1
Special Case: Axisymmetric Dewar with Twelve Support Struts or straps
Configuration and Mass Properties: Figure 9.2 shows an idealized
representation of an axisymmetric tank supported by twelve struts
or straps, six at a location LS /2 forward of the overall center of
gravity (C.G.) and six aft of the C.G. by the same distance. A
plan view of the supports is displayed at the +.op of Fig. 9.2.	 (In
general, both the support azimuthal an31.e0 andthe declination angle
y, shown in Fig. 9.2, may be decision variaoles in the optimization
process. However, several computer runs have dem( . rr strated that the
optimum value of 9 usually corresponds to a case in which the struts
pass through one another, e.g., 9 = 90 0 . It was thernfor.e judged
practical in the optimization, computer runs to express 6 a- a func-
tion of	 such that pairs of struts meet at the vacuum shel), as
shown in Fig. 9.2. However, in this ^'etivation 0 is maintained
independent of y.
The supported mass consists of three bodies, treated here as rigid
in themselves and rigidly connected to each other:
(1) the tank and cryogen;
(2) the vapor shield and insulation;
(3) the payload.
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LTON V I FW
c
6 ea SUPPORTS TOP AND BOTTOM
(12 TOTAL)
: OOK
(540R)	 A-A
( 3.6R)
If__ 1M	 VACUUM SHELL
MLI/V.C. SHIELDS
Z
x
Y
R
S
I	
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, 0.5M
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tl- — — - -
1 ANK PLUS LHe
r
Y	 I
— TANK/INSTRUMENT STRUCTURE
A
- - INSTRUMENT C.G.
' OF TANK
- COME INED C. G.
-^ i
^A
LS
LS/2
t
L. 0 STATION
Fig. 9.2 Geometry Used in PANDA-DEWA V.. Analyses
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a.
Nair.
The vacuum shell is treated asif it were rigid and immovable.
Optimization Strategy: The objective function of the optimization
analysis, that is the quantity to be minimized, is an effective
heat flow factor, N*(KA/L)eff' in which N is the number of supports,
K is the strut or strap conductivity, A is the 7ross-section area,
and L is the length. This f actor is to be minimized by variation
of the design variables (decision variables) listed in Table 9.1
subject to the constraint cn^.ditions listed in Table 9.2.
In the PODS and folded tube concepts, the decision variables listed
under the heading "LAUNCH CONDITION" are first allowed to vary as
the heat flow factor (KA/L)launch is minimized. The variables
listed under "ORBITAL CONDITIONS" are not part of this problem.
They have no influence at all, since the nature of the PODS and
folded tube designs are such as to render them inactive during
launch. After optimum values of L s , 8, Y, t (wall thickness) and
IDIAM ;inner diameter) have been found, they are held fixed and the
decision variables listed under the heading "ORBITAL CONDITION" are
allowed to vary as the heat flow factor (KA/L)orbital is minimized.
Variation of Dewar Geometry with Weight: It is of interest to
ascertain optimum supports of the type shown in Figs. 4.1-4.4 for
a range of weight of supported mass. In this parameter study,the
inner diameter of the vacuum shell is held constant at 1.38 m (54.37
in), and the outer diameters of the tank and payload are held con-
stant at 1 m (39.37 in). The vapor shield and insulation project
	
	 }
e
forward from the forward end of the cryogen tank by a constant 2.0 m
(78.74 in), and the payload center of gravity is located a constant 	 i
0.50 m (19.69 in) forward of the forward end of the cryogen tank. 	 M
The tank length in inches varies according to the supported weight
(in pounds)
LTANK	
al + b  (weight) ,	 (11)
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Table 9.2
CONSTRAINT CONDITIONS ON THE OPTIMIZATION
PROCESS FOR THE THREE DEWAR SUPPORT CONCEPTS
PODS CONCEFI'	 (FIG.	 4.1) FOLDED TUBE CONCEPT (FIG. 4.3 TENSION STRAP CONCEPT 	 (F'IG.4•4
z 1. max.	 stress in 1, same as for PODS 1, m,:x,	 stress	 in strap
o fiberglas tube concept,	 tube no.	 1. due to launch loads,
	 as
^. due to launch loads in PODS concept.
(10 g axial + 10 g
.^ lateral.)
0
z 2, buckling of fiber- 2. buckling of tube no. 1	 2, tension strap must not
C, glas tube as a as a column, go slack during launch.
v column.
3. buckling of fiber- 3. buckling of tube no. 1
v glas tube as a thin as a	 thin shell.
Z shell.
a 4, stress in tube due to 4. same as for PODS 3. same as for PODS
-a differential expansion concept, applied to concept,	 applied to
of dewar	 and vacuum tube no.	 1. tension strap.
shell during filling
"L
with cryogen.
5. minimum thickness of 5, minimum thickness of
z fiberglas tube - 0.038 cm tube no.	 1 - 0.)38 cm (O.J1 1, in)V
(0.015	 in)Z
6. maximum inner diameter of h. maximum inner diameter of
fiberglas tube - 3.8 cm tube no.	 1	 , .08 :m (.	 in)
a (1.5	 in)
7. maximum values for strut 7. same as for PODS. 4. same as	 for PODS
w  angles 9 and ^ 	 - 900 , concept. concept.w
a8, minimum vibration S. same as for PODS 5, same as for PODS
frequency - 35 hertz. concept, concept.
1, minimum cross section area 1, minim'-: thickness
of S
glass 
members of tubes 2 and 3
o equals	 0.,.	 cm	 1,.	 1 in)
2, maximum
	 axial	 length of 2. maximum length of
S	 members - 3.6 cm tubes 2 and 3 - 95%
glass
^1.`	 in) of	 lon^;th	 of tube no. 1;
Length of tulle 2	 -	 that
of	 tube	 3.
0 3. minimum axial	 length of
S^^lass	
mem	 era	 -	 :.`	 cm	 (. i .t in)
4. minimum vibration 3. same as for PODS 1. same as for PODS
frequencv -	 20 hertz. concept. concept.
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in which a, = -27.7; b = 0.067. The weight of the tank-plus-
cryogen is given by
WTANK	 c  + d1(weight)
	 (12)
in which c  = -334.0; d l - 0.6088. The length and weight of
the vapor shield-plus-insulation are
LVAPOR = a l + b l (weight) + 78.74	 (13)
WVAPOR	 el + f 1 (weight)
	 (14)
in which e l = -146.0; f l = 0.391. The weight of the payload WPAY
is a constant 218 kg (480 lb). The total weight to be supported,
called "weight" in Eqs. (11-14) is given by
weight = WTANK + WVAPOR + WPAY	 (15)
and the mass is, of course,
MTOT - weight /g = M
	 (16)
The mass moments of inertia required in the modal vibration
analysis are Ipolar and Itilt, the moments of inertia correspond-
ing to rotation of the dewar about its axis of revolution (rolling)
and rotation of the dewar about any axis through "ie C.G. normal
to the axis of revolution (pitching). The polar mass moment of
inertia, Ipolar' is given by
2	 2
I polar
	 M	 (RTANK	 OTANK + RITANK) 12
+ MVA_TIOR(R 
2 
OVAP + R 2 IVAP) 12	 (17)
+ M PAY (R2 PAY ) 12
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in which M signifies mass and
ROTANK	 R'	 R	 0TANK 
RIVAP	 Rs'	 RIVAP - R	 (1$)
RPAY - R
where Rs and R are given in Fig. 9.2. The mass moment of inertia
corresponding to tilting, Itilt, is given by
I tilt	 MTANK IL2TANK/7'2 } (ROTANK + RITANK)^4
2 I	 I ^2
	
• (de.g - LTANK/2)	 + MVAPORIILVAPOR/12
I`^	
}	 (19)
• (RIVAP + RIVAP)/4 + (de.g. - LVAPOR/2) 2
i
• MPAY IR
 PAY/ 4 + ( LTANK + 19.7   - do .
 q •) 2 1
in which d	 , shown in Fig. 9.2, is given by
dc.g.	 (^^TANI' LTANK/2 + WVAPOR LVAPOR/2
(20)
+ 480 (L TANK + 19.7) f /(weight)
Natural Frequencies: There are six natural frequencies for the
system shown in Fig. 9.2 which correspond to rigid body motion of
the supported mass. Four of these are distinct. These four
correspond to translation of the mass M:(1) along the axis of
revolution. (axial) and (2) normal to the axis of revolution
(lateral),and rotation of the mass M:(3) about the axis of rev-
olution (torsional or rolling) and (4) rotation of M about an
axis through the C.G. normal to the axis of revolution (tilt-
ing or pitchinq). The natural frequencies are calculated from
9-16
n(	 l r^
S21 = L I(EA) eff + 3T) 
1 
E u^2
=1
— ;	 i = 1,2
	 (21)
M u2
c.i
for axial or lateral modes and
N
Sri = L (EA) eff + 3T I F u^ 2
1
i = 1,2	 (22)
I a2
c.i
for torsional (roll) or tilt (pitch) modes. The lateral ar.d
pitching modes are decoupled because it is assumed that the
rigid mass M is supported symmetrically with respect to the
axial coordinate on either side of the mass centioid (Fi q . 9.2).
For these four modes of vibration it is required to calculate
j = 1,2 ...12 given unit values of u c
 , i = 1,2 (corres-
ponding to axial and lateral components of translation) and
given unit values of a c 
i
, i = 1,2 (corresponding to unit values
of rotation about the axis of revolution (torsion) and rotation
about an axis through the mass centroid normal to the axis of
revolution.
Calculation of u!, j = 1,2...12 for unit values of u 	 and cY
c i	ci
Pure Axial Motion (in the z-direction, Fiq.9.2): All
support members experience the same absolute value of strain
lug	 This strain is defined as
estrut	 (L newL)/L = u
	 (23)
which, from Fig. 9.2 and for small u c , can be written
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u' = u
c 
sinY/L	 (24)
in which L is the length of the support member. 	 From
Eqs. (21) and (24) the frequency corresponding to the axial
mode is
axial - N l (EA) eff + 3TJ sin 2 Y/(LM)	 (25)
in which N is the number of support members (12) and M is the
supported mass.
(2) Pure Lateral Motion:	 In this section an expression for
the frequency correspond i ng to motion in the (x,y) plane is
desired.	 (See Fig. 9.2)	 Unlike the case for pure axial
motion the support members each have different strains due to
motion of the center of gravity (C.G.) in a given direction in
the (x,y) plane.
forward support
in the x-direction
ix aft support
and Table 9.3, one
motion of the C.G.
Table 9. 3 gives the strains in each of the six
members corresponding to a unit displacement
or in the y-direction. The strains in the s
members are identical. With use of Eq. (21)
can write for the frequency corresponding to
in the x and y directions
Q24 ( (r-A	 + 3T I cos 2 Y ICos 2 6 + cos 2 (60-e) + cos 2(60 +9)I /(LM)
( 26)
Sl = 4 (EA)
	
+ 3T Cos 2 ylsin 2 0 + sin 2 (60-9) + sin 2 (60+8)
J
/(LM)y	
effI	 1	 II
The three terms involving 9 in Fqs. (26) sum to 3/2, so that
0 2 = Q 2 = 61 (FA) eff + 3T Icos 2Y/(IM)	 (27)
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Table 9.3
STRAIN IN VARIOUS SUPPORT MEMBERS DUE TO A UNIT LATERAL
DISPLACEMENT IN EITHER THE X OR THE Y DIRECTION (See Fig. 9.2)
Support Strain due to Strain due to
I Membera Unit Displacement Unit Displacement
in y-Direction in x-Direction
1 - cosysin(e)/L - cosycos(6)/L
- cosysin(60-e)/L - cosycos(60-A)/L
3 - cosysin (60-0) /L + cos), cos (6G-8) /L
4 - cosysinO/L + cosycos6/L
5 +	 Cos-ysin(60i-P)/L, + cosycos(60+0)/L
6 + cosYsir.(60+6)/L - cos-ycos(60+6)/L
a As shown in Fig. 9.2, these correspond to the
supports forward of the combined C.G. The strains in
the corresponding members aft of the C.G. are identical.
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The lateral modal vibration frequency is independent of 6.
It is clear from the symmetries displayed in Fig. 9.2 that the
frequency corresponding to lateral motion (->f the mass C.G. is
the same for motion in the x-direction and for any motion in
the (x,y) plane in 30° increments from the x-direction.
Therefore, the modal vibration behavior corresponding to motion
in the (x,y) plane is essentially isotropic.
(3) Pure Torsional (Rolling) Motion: 	 As with pure axial
motion, all N support members are strained identically. The
absolute value of the strain in each member is given by
el _ ju'I = u  cosy sin6/L	 (28)
in which
uc = a R
	 (29)
The frequency squared, from Eq. (22), is therefore given by
aTORS1ON = R2NI(EA)eff + 3T  cos 2 y sin 20/(LIpolar)
	
(30)
in which N = 12, R is the radius shown in Fig. 9. 2 , and the
polar mass moment of inertia, Ipolar' is given by Eq. (17),
(4) Tilting (Pitching) Motion: Pitching of the supported mass
about the x-axis or y-axis (Fig. 9.2) involves resultant motions
of those ends of the support members that are attached at the
radius R (Fig. 9.2) which are combinations of axial Eq. (24)]
and the lateral (Table 9.3) motions. Tai>les 9.4 and 9.5 show the
strains due to these components of motion due to pitching about
the x-axis and the y-axis, respectively. It can he shown from
Eq. (22) with Tables 9.4 and 9.5, and with superposition of the
(,-20
Table 9.4
STRAINS IN SUPPORT MEMBERS DUE TO PITCHING A30UT THE X AXIS (Fig. 9.2)
SUPPORT
MEMBER
Strain due to the
motion parallel	 to
Forward Members 
oomponent of
the	 (x,y) plane
Aft Members
Strain due to the component of
motion in the axial	 (z) direction
Forward Members 	 Aft Members
1 -	 '• l cos) sin(W)/L + Al cos ) sin(0)/L 0 0
2 -	 •A lcos) sin(60-0)/L + A l cos esin(60-0)/L -	 A 2 sin(y)/L + A2sin(v)/L
3 - A l cos) sin(60-0)/L + 61 coo	 sin(60-0)/I. -	 11^ 2 sin(v)/L + A 2 sin (y)/-L
4 -•'loos ) sin(0 )/1, + '• l oos 1 sin(0)/L 0 0
5 + A l cos Isin(60+G)/L - A lcosy sin(60iG)/L + A 2 sin(y)/L - A2sin(y)/h
6 + A l coo Tain(60+0)/L -	 cos 'y sin(60+9)/L + A 2 sin(Y)/L -	 A2ain(y)/L
a Al - ac Ls/2
	
A2 - a
c
 R(3) 1/2 /2;	 ac - angular (pitching) rotation about C.G.
Table 9.5
STRAINS IN SUPPORT MEMBERS DUE TO PITCHING ABO UT THE Y AXIS (Fig. 9.2)
SUPPORT
MEMBER
Strain due to the
motion parallel
	 to
Forward Members a
component of
the	 (x,y)plane
Aft Members
Strain due to the component of
motion in	 the axial	 (z) direction
Forward Members	 Aft Members
1 -	 A1 cooY cos(G),'L + Al coa Y cos(0)/L - acRein(y)/L +aRsin(y )/L
2 1 cos Y cos(60 -0)/1, + Al cos y cos(60-0)/L -%Rsin(y)/(2L) +aRsin(y)/(2L)
3 + A l coa Y coo (60 - 9)/L -	 A l coa Y cos(60-0)/L +%Rafn(y)/(2L) - a Rain(y )/(2L)c
4
+ A l cos y cos ( 0)/L -	 A l cos Y cos ( 9)/L +a Rain y)/L - aRsin(y )/L
5 + A l coo Y cos(60+G)/L - A l cos'r cos(60+0)/L + Ksin(Y)/(2L) - aRainy )/'2L)
6 - A l cos y coo (60+G)/1. + 6 1coal cos(60+0)/L - aRsIn(Y)/(2L) + a Rain(y)/(2L)
a " l - acLa/2
I
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strains due to the two components of motion, that the frequency
corresponding to pitching about the x-axi4 is equal to that
corresponding to pitching about the y-axis and is given by
TILT	 I(FA)eff  + IT 1.5 L 2 cos 2 1 + 6R 2 sin 2Y
+ 6RLs cosysinycosoI /(LITILT)
(31)
Stress and buckling Constraints
In the pre-launch state and at launch,the dewar support system
is subjected to thermal and mechanical loading that may cause
failure of the support material or buckling of one or more of
the struts. If the dewar is supported by tension straps,the
tension in the straps must be sufficient at launch so that the
g-loading does not cause any strap to go slack.
In general there are three conditions, any combination of which
might constrain the optimum design:
(1) maximum tensile or compressive stress experienced
by any support member during the launch, when peak
accelerations of 10 g's axial coml,ined with 10 g's
lateral are seen by the dewar;
(2) possibility that any support member may buckle
as a column (Euler buckling) or, in the case of
the tension strap concept, that a strap may go
slack due to dynamic launch loads;
(3) possibility, in the cases of the PODS or the
folded tube concepts, that any strut tube may
buckle as a thin shell.
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Stress aue to Launch Accelerations: Durina launch the dewar is
subjected to peak accelerations with a 10 g's axial component
and a 10 q's lateral component. The maximum stress seen by any
support mem'jer due to the inertial reaction of the supported
mass to the sum of these acceleration components must not exceed
a specified maximum.
The strain in each support member duc to either an axial or a
lateral acceleration component can be computed in two steps:
(1) compute the amount u  the C.G. of the supported
mass moves relative to the vacuum shell due to
its inertial reaction to the 10 g's acceleration;
(2) with this value of u c , compute the maximum strain
and hence stress in any support member.
The strain energy of the supports is
Ij  NU =L !(EA)eff +3T F, e 	 (32)1
in which e  is the strain in the ;th support and N is the
nun;ber of supports. Corresponding to axial and lateral
motions the strain energy components are
Uaxial _ u2	 6I(F.A)eff, + 3T I sin 2Y/L	 (33)
axial
Llateral	
uclateral 3 
I (EA, eff + 3T i cos 2Y/L	 ( 34)
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in which Fq. (24) has been used to derive Eq. (33) and Table 9.3
has been used to derive Eq. (34). The C.G. displacements u
and ucan be computed from the following equations:
axial
clateral
E
inertial = MQ axial g = 
dU
axial = 12u	 (EA)	 + 3'1`1 sin 2 y/L	 1
CT	 caxial)	 eff
caxial
(35)
F lateral = MQ	
g = 
dUlateral = 6u
	
(EA)+ 3T Cos 2y/Linertial	 lateral	 du	 clateral)	 eff
clateral
	 il
in which Qaxial and Qlateral are the numbers of g's seen by the
dewar during launch (()
axial	 Q lateral " 10).
The maximum axial and lateral strains corresponding to u
and u	 from Eqs. (35) are, from Eq. (24) and 	 caxial
clateral
Table 9.3, respectively.
MQaxialg
eaxial	 acaxial sine/L = 12 I (EA) eff + 3Tlsinv
(36)
MQlateral g	 _
Flateral	
uclateral cos
y/L = 6 I(EA) eff + 3T I cosy
The total strain in the m;,st highly loaded support member is
elaunch = leaxial l
 + lelaterall + T /(Eta.)	 (37)
and the associated stress is
	 n
°launch	 elaunch	 (38)
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leaxial + lelateral1 r2 	 + T
AL	 EA
(42)
or
The constraint condition to be used in the optimization analysis
is
°launch/0max ^ 1.0	 (39)
Note that Eqs. (33-36) are valid only if the support members
are arranged symmetrically with respect to the mass C.G. as
shown in Fiq. 9.2. Hence, the lateral component of acceleration
produces only lateral displacement of the supported mass rela-
tive to the vacuum shell. In a nonsymmetrical arran gement of
the supports,the lateral component of acceleration would of
course produce a combination of lateral and pitching displace-
ments of the supported mass M.
	
Column Buckling:	 For strats pinned at both ends (PODS and
folded tube concepts) we have
Critical Load = r 2 EI/L 2 = F.Aecrit	 (4(l)
in which I is the area moment of inertia of the strut cross
section about a diameter and L is the length of the strut be-
tween p inned ends (Fiq. 9.2). The maximum compressive strain is
T
e crit	 EA	 leaxiall	 lelaterdl^	
(41)
in 4hich the strain components 
eax.ial and elateral are given
by F.qs. (36). The constraint condition to be used in the
optimization analysis is
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leaxial l + lelateral
n 2 I + T
7
AL ` EA
<	 1.0
	 (43)
In the case of tension straps, the bending rigidity is zero
(I = 0) so that the buckling criterion (43) is replaced by a
criterion that 
ecrit 
in Eq. (41) remains positive durincj launch.
Thus, the buckling criterion (43) can be used for tension straps
if the area moment of inertia I is set equal to zero.
Buckling of Strut as a Thin Shell: In the PODS concept and in
the folded tube concept,each support member during the launch
phase consists of a cylindrical shell which may be compresse•-
axially according to Eq. (41). The buckling stress is given bly
c
crit - K* f .6 E t 
/Rave	
(44)
in which K* is a knockdown factor to account for the deleterious
effect of initial imperfections in the shape or material of the
strut, t is the thickness of the tube wall, and Rave is the
average radius of the tube. In this analysis K.* is taken as 0.5,
which previr ,is experiments have demonstrated to be appropriate
for axially compressed cylindrical shell-z with R
av e 
/t < 100.
-
The corresponding constraint co n6ition for application in the
optimization analysis is
E Ileaxia l
 l + !e lateral	
<	 1.0
	 (4^)
(K* .6 E t /Rave)
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"Effective" Stiffness and Conductivit y Factors
In the PODS concept and the folded tube concept,each support
member is a compound strut with an "effective" stiffness (EA)eff
and an "effective" conductivity factor (KA/L)eff' In Fig, 9.3
is shown a schematic of a compound strut with three different
sections, each with its own properties E i , Kit L i , A i , i	 1,2,3.
The proper oveT-all stiffness and conductivity factors are
obtained from the following mixture formulas:
1/(EA)eff	 I L 1 /(F 1 
A 1 ) + L 2 /E 2A 2 + L 3 /E 3 A 3I /L	 (46)
and
L/(KA)Ieff
	
L1/(K1A1)	 L2/(K,^A2) + L 3/(K 3A 3 )	 (47)
PODS concept: Figure 9.4 shows the geometry. In this case
(L1, E 1 ,
 All K 1 ) can be associated with the fiberglas tube;
(L2, E 2 , Z1 2 , K 2 ) can be associated with the S-g lass strands;
and (L 3 , E 3 , A 3 , K 3 ) can be associated with the rest of the
length of the __rut, that is, calculated from the dimensions
of the end fittings and the distances at each end between
each of the two sets of S-glass strands.
The S-glass strands run at angles to the axis of the strut,
and there are eight strands (a "group") at -ach end of the
strut, PODS both ends (1 "group" = 2 bundles of 4 each), that
E ,K ,L ,A
- -
	
EiL 'A	 E1'k^'Ll-'A1
L 3 --- -	 L2
Fig 9.3 Schematic of a Compound Strut
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connect the fiberglas tube to the thermally "isolated" invar
body (Fig. 9.4). It can be shown that the effective axial
stiffness of each group of 8 S-glass strands is
(EA)s-glass	
= 8E A (SGLASL) 3 (SGLASL) 2 + D2/213/2 (48)effective	 s s	 I	 J11 
in which SGLASL is the axial projection of the length of one
set of 4 S-glass strands (Fig. 9.4) and D I is the inner diameter
of the fiberglas tube.
In the launch condition,the effective stiffness and conductivity
factors for each support member in the PODS concept are
(EA) launch	
= E A L/ (L - 2L )
effective	 1 1	 3
(49)
(KA/L) launch	 -
effective - K 1A 1/(L - 2L3)
in which L 3 is equal to the sum of the distance from the
center of the rod end bearing to the first attachment point
of the first set of S-glass strands (d 1 ) and the distance be-
tween the two sets of S-glass strands (d 2 ) (see Fig. 9.4).
In the orbital condition,the effective stiffness and conduct-
ance factors for each support member in the PODS concept are
(EP) orbital	
= L/' . 25 I(SGLASL) 2 + ^ D 2 ^3/2 ^f (SGLASL) 2 E A I
effective	 I	 l	 I
	
S sll
+ (L - 2L 3 )/(F 1A 1 1i	 (50)
i(KA/L)effective	 1/if(1/Khot + (1/Kcold 	 2
+ ^ DI I 1/2 /(8As ) + (L - 2L 3 - 4 SGLASL/(K1A1)j
in which Khot and Kcold are the conductivities of the S-glass
strands at the "hot" and "cold" ends of each strut.
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For PODS (cold end only), the effective stiffness and conduct-
ance are set at a large value for the warm end of the strut.
Folded Tube Concept: Figure 9.5 shows the geometry. In this
case,(Li , E i , A i , K i ) in Eqs. (49,50) can be associated with
tube #1.
In the launch condition,the effective stiffness and conduc-
tivity factors for each support member in the folded tube concept
are given, as in the PODS concept, by Eqs. (49), with L 3 being
thf	 gth of one of the end fittings. In the orbital cond-
ition, we have
(KA/L) orbital	 = 1/ I (L - 2L )/(K A ) + L	 /(K A )effective	 ll	 3	 1 1	 fold	 2 2
+ L fold /(K3A3)1	 (51)
in which Lfold is the length of tubes #2 and #3.
Tension Strap Concept: The effective stiffness and conductivity
factors are given by Eqs. (49) with L. = 0.
Optimization
The ob-ective of the optimization analysis for each support
member concept is to derive values of the design parameters
listed in Table 9.1 such as cc; minimize the flow of heat into
the supported mass from the vacuum shell, to wi,ich it is attached,
while maintaining encu4h structural rigidity to keep the lowest
frequencies at launch and during orbital conditions above certain
specified values, and stresses due to assembly and launch loads
below those that would cause buckling or material failure of the
support system.
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A computer program called PANDA-LDEWAP. has been written to solve
this problem. Optimum designs ;gave been obtained for several
dewar weights for four su pport concepts, including two PODS
concepts, a "folded tube'' concept, and a sir.ple tension strap
concept. The first three concepts involve support struts the
nature of which changes in a way that greatly decreases their
Effective conductivity for orbital conditirr,s. Optimization
of the dewar support systems involving each of these three co p.-
cents requires solution of two optimizatio n, problems, the first
correspondin g to launch conditions and the second to orbital
conditions. In the case of the tension strap concep t, the support
system need be optimized only for launch conditions.
Optimization is carried out by a nonlinear programming algorithm
based on the method of feasible directions [9.3]. The computer
program for the dewar support design; was gen«.rated by ;modifica-
tion of a program called PANDA [9.41  f.or the minimum weight design
of stiffened composite cylindrical panels. Application to the
dewar support problem was accomplished by rclplacement of the
expression for panel weight in PANDA with an appr^priate expres-
sion for the heat conductance N(KA/L) eff through the support
system and by replacement of certain; expressions for gene:.al and
local shell buckling by the appropriate expressions for fre-
quency,stress, and buckling of the supported mass and' the supports
derived in ;he previous sections.
Figure 9.6 shows the strategy used to obtain optimum de5ians in
PANDA -D WAR. The starting design does not have to be close to
an optimum, nor does it have to be a feasible desi gn. For the-
PODS and the folded tube concept„ the strategy outlined in FiQ.
9.6 is applied twice, first for the launch condition, during
which parameters relative to the orbital phase (Table 9.2) have
no role, and then for the orbital phase, ciurinq which the para-
meters varied in the launch phase are held constant.
0
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LOOP:
L- ion
I Fstahlish a
	 I
starting desi;;n.
Set up a vector of
decision variables,
(X(I), I - 1, NDV)
I
Do ( 1) for the	 J
current &-sign, X. 1
D o IOC, i	 1,NDV
Flite
,small chonge
Ith ^iccision
e: VI) = X(I)*1.05.
-r
Do	 fi r the cllglyr:y
r id^Tli0 Irs:gr., Y
Calculate Zr. , .tints in the
otal conductivity factor and
in the vibration frequencies
and uckli;^ and stress
i _ v e t; ! ^ t^i^jt
INUE
1. Calculate effective
stiffness, (EA)eff•
1 2. Calculate effective
conductivity factor
O_
	 (KA/L)eff'
3. Calculate modal vibration
frequencies corresponding
to axial, lateral, rolling
and pitching motions.
h. Calculate buckling and
— stress constraints	 -- J
Determine a new design by the
method of feasible directions
(OONMIN)
using the input design and
gradient information just obtained
Z Has
the design
,\< ? ZX
YFS
Fig. 9.6 Strategy Used in Optimization Process
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STAGS Analysis for Check of Equations (25), (27), (30), and (31)
It was judged advisable to check the equations for the modal
vibration frequencies by setting up a finite element model of
a typical case: a 635 kg (1400 lb) mass, launch conditions, PODS
concept.	 This was done for the geometry shown in Fig. 9.2 	 The
STAGSC-1 computer program [9.5] was used for the analysis.
The agreement with PANDA is excellent, as listed 'uelow.
Vibration Mode
	 PAN DA-DLWAR
	 STAGSC-1
Axial 35.0035 35.014
Lateral k'y-axis) 35.0595 35.052
Lateral (x-axis) 35.0595 35.054
Pitching (about x-axis) 47.5755 47.311
Pitching (about y-axis) 47.5755 47.314
Rolling 54.236 53.47
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Section 10
THERMAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERLY DATA
As a convenience to the reader, thermal and mechanical property data used
throughout this report are provided in this section. Data references are also
given.
Property
Fig. 10.1	 Thermal conductivity vs.
temperature
Fig. 10.2
	
Thermal conductivity vs.
temperature
Fig. 10.3
	
Thermal conductivity vs.
temperature
Table 10.1	 Density, modulus of
elasticity, ultimate
tensile strength,
yield strength
Fig. 10.4	 Thermal contraction vs.
temperature
Materials
S-glass, uniaxial S-glass/
epoxy, filament-wound S-glass/
epoxy (A1 /Acr = 2.0)
Manganin, stainless steel,
Teflon
6063-T5 Aluminum
Uniaxial S-glass/epoxy, S-glass,
filament-wound S-glass/epoxy,
Invar, 6A14V titanium, 6061-T6
al minum, 347 stainless steel
Invar, S-glass, 6A14V titanium,
347 stainless steel, 6051
aluminum
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S-GLASS CALCULATED FROM REF. 10-2
	 C
JSIW,, LAW OF MIXTURES
	
"^l
UNIAXIAL S-GLASS'	 0
(70: BY VOLUME)
EPDXY (REF. 10-2)
/ c
.7
.6
.5
THERMIC CONDUCTIVITY OF DOUBLE ALUMINIZED MYLAR, SILK NET INSULATION (Btu/hr ft 'k)
4.67
r = II((6.72x10-11)(N)1.56 ^ (TH*Tc)	
.17x10-13 c(TH , _ TL4.67 1
 l 1.4	 RIF 10-1
l	
(TN-Tc)R	
11
WHERE R IS 111E LAYER DENSITY (L/IN) c THE ROOM TEMPERATURE EMISSIVITY, T IN O R AND A 40%
DEGRADATION FACTOR (1.4) FOR INSTALLATION
1 .4 1
1.2
1.0
0.8
W /MK
0.6
0.4
FILAMENT WOU4b S-GLASS EPDXY
A t /A LR ' 2.0
DATA EXTRACTED FROM
REFS.10-2 AND 10-3
.4
to/hr ft R
.3
f .2
0.2
I.1
^L
C
	
100	 200
	
300
TEMP, A (R)
Fig. 10.1
	
Thermal Conductiv'.ty of S-Glass, S-Glass Composites and
Multilayer Insulation
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Table 10.1 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF METALS AND S-GLASS Al 300K (540R)
Ref. Materials
Density
kg/m 3
(lb/in3)
Modulus of
Elasticity
109 N/m 2
(PSI)
i ma e
Tensile
Strength
109 N/m 2
(KSI)
Yield
Strength
109 N/m2
(KSI)
10.2 Uniaxial	 S- q lass/ 2120 51.7 1.17 ---
epoxy	 (70% by (0.077) (7.5x106) (162)
volume	 glass)
10.9 S-glass 2490 86.9 4.59 ---
(0.090) (12.6x106 ) (665)
10.2, Filament-wound 2120 I	 41.4 0.74 ---
10.3 S-glass/epoxy (0.077! (5.0x1!16) (108)
(Al /,4cr	 =	 2.0)
--------
10.7
--------------------
Invar	 (annealed)
---------
8050
-------------
141
----------
0.45
----------
0.28
(0.291) (20.5x106 ) (65) (40)
10.8 6A14V titanium 4430 114 0.95 0.82
(0.160) (16.5x106 ) (138) (120)
10.8 6061-T6 aluminum 2710 69 0.31 0.25
(0.098) (10x106) (45) (36)
--------
10.8
•-------------------
347	 stainless	 steel
---------
8020
-------------
193
----------
0.65
----------
0.28
i
(0.29) (28x106) (95) (40)
FiG. 10.4 Thermal ^ontraccicn Values of Metals and S-Glass
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